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Foreword

The civil rights movement of the last half of the
twentieth century was launched by the Supreme
Court's call in 1954 for the desegregation of the
nation's schools. In the years since, education
has i emained the principal arena of action; the
right of access to it, the chief issue of principle.
Meanwhile the words and emphases have
changed. The underprivileged I,.Ave become the
disadvantaged; the disadvantaged, the minor-
ity/poverty populations; and they, in turn, have
become simply the black (or the chicanos or the
Puerto Ricans or the Native Americans) and the
poor. And the movement, manned at first by vi-
sionariesfrom the white establishment, now takes
its strength from those in whose name it was
mounted.

The College Entrance Examination Board,
spanning the gap in the nation's educational sys-
tem between its secondary and h gher levels, had
its visionary movers too. Some started out vigor-
ously to explore such topics as "discrimination
and the disadvantaged" at an earlier colloquium
on "The search for talent." I Otners started out
quietly but vigorously to desegregate our testing
centers :n the South and succeeded long be-
fore it was popular to do so. Recognizing that lack
of privilege and advantage could not be instantly
overcome at the point of transition between
school and college, the College Board, in co-
operation with a number of educational orga-
nizations, championed longer -range solutions
such as Project 43 with the New York City Board
of Education and Project Opportunity with the
Southern Regional Education Board These and
other projects showed some results, but always

1 The ,S,-,rch for IJeh Vc,k C 0"er e r
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slowly and at a price at too great a price to be
widely emulated and too slowly to satisfy the as-
pirations of students those programs reached too
late; students who had moved beyond the point
where they could be served at any price. Edmund
Gordon and Doxey Wilkerson suggested in Corn-
pensa tory Education for the Disadvantaged, pub-
lished by the College Board, that efforts mounted
elsewhere by schools and colleges in the first
dozen years of the movement were merely ad hoc
applications of traditional procedures that failed
to affect the fundamental social problems that
were, and are, the real issue.

Other projects and other publications followed.
The College Board became active in the ghettos
of a dozen cif ie3through such activities as Project
Open and Project Access, the Education Assist-
ance Center on New York's Lower East Side, and
the Los Angeles Clearinghouse. It supported the
work that produced Ethnic Higher Educa-
tion Negro Colleges in the 1960's and pub-
lished Mexican Americans in School: A History of
Educational Neglect by Thomas P. Carter. It con-
ducted research and sought ways to make its
programs relevant to the needs of those seg-
ments of society they had not been originally
designed to serve. In the process, the Bo.rd has
asked members of minority groups to assume
more and more of the task as members of com-
mittees, researchers, consultants, and asCollege
Board staff members in an effort To make its
programs more sensitive to the needs of the new
clientele.

The assault that iaas been mounted to minimize
and then remove the bar nets that bar the way to
equal access to higher education has achieved
some measure of success. New talent has been
identified and more students from our racial mi-



nor/lies are in college. Yet, the most stubborn
barrier remains. All our efforts to identify and nur-
ture talent in the minority /poverty communities
and all our successes in generating aspirations to
higher education will have beer. .or naught if there
are not the dollars to fulfill those expactatOns.
That is why, 10 years after the colloquium on
"The search for talent," the College Entrance
Examination Board, through the auspices of its
College Scholarship Service, convened repre-
sentatives of the education and minority/poverty
communities for this colloquium on financing
equality of access to higher education.

To the colloquium committee whose members
committed the css to the task; to the speakers
who spoke, listenrxi, and spoke back; to the par-
ticipants who listened and then participated; and
to Brad Craig who chaired it all, belongs the grati-
tude of all who believe in equality of educational
opportunity.

George H. Hanford
Acting President
College Entrance Examination Board

June 1970



Introduction

The word "commitment" may well have been the
apothegm of the College Scholarship Service
colloquium on "Financing Equal Opportunity in
Higher Education." The assemblage that met in
Scottsdale. Arizona in November of 1969 bore lit-
tle resemblance to the traditional gathering of
concerned educators listening to erudite papers,
and then departing lo think of improbable possi-
bilities for implementation of stout exhortations,
firm recommendations, or subtle suggestions.
Those who came to Scottsdale were intently in-
volved in the proceedings. Representatives of the
black, Chicano, Indian, and Puerto Rican com-
munities were present and made their voices
heard. Perhaps it was because a fairly substantial
number of the participants were from the various
minority communities that so much commitment
to achieve the objectives suggested by the topic
of "financing equal access" was expressed, and
so many were moved to a:tively recommend that
specific plans be made to pursue specific goals.
-Volat,le" might be a good word to describe the
four-day session.

Those present quickly recognized that wide-
spread lip service paid to phrases such as "equal
access" and "open door" in the admissions
process is not enough. Indeed, the phrase "open
door admissions" is merely a sobriquet to those
who aspire to higher educational objectives but
do not have the funds to finance the total cost of
attendance even at those institutions that charge
no tuition. Much more is equired in order to fully
and squarely engage tie problem of making
equal access a reality. It has been widely recog-
nized for the past five years that the current evo-
lutionary phase in our h gher educational proc-
esses and commitments to new student constit-
uencies has been accele 'Wing However, though

V.4

the higher education community clearly recog-
nized the coming demand for equal access, pas-
sive observance of this phenomenon has, per-
haps, been one weakness readily ascribable to
our educators and their institutions Those in at-
tendance at the colloquium were strident, but not
overbearing, in their assertions; that this was not
to be another passive exercise in rhetoric but
sho. ..ad to positive action aid a planned pro-
gram for that action.

Some of the questions to which the assembled
participants addressed themselves concerned
true equality in access and how it might best be
attained for all, regardless of what one's ,ventage
may have been; and the funcing necessary to
provide the opportunity to participate in the
higher educational programs now so widely
available in this country to those who have or can
obtain the wherewithal.

From the recognition of some of the problems
came the recommendation tha! the css convene
a panel composed or representatives of the major
groups of minority populations in the Unred
Stales. The panel was to be charged with the task
of producing a c;ocument identifying the needs of
minority groups and containing 3 workable pro-
gram for implementing massive financial aid for
higher education for low-income families in these
Population's. At its first meeting of May 11. 1970,
the panel recommended full funding for the Edu-
cational Opportunity Grants Program it also out-
lined the general barriers to higher education for
low-income and minority populations in this
country. The barriers that exist may be classif ed
in four major categories national community. in-
stitutional, and communications The specific
problems that have teen identified within the
scope of each of these major areas will be part of



the panel's report. Examples of these would be
inadequate funding of grant aid programs at the
national level; ineffective commitment on the part
of institutions in the design of complete programs
of access and retention; inherent socioeconomic
handicaps of low-income families at the commu-
nity level; and poorly developed channels for dis-
tribution of vital information on opportunities for
access to higher education and the necessary
financial support at all levelss, national, commu-
nity, and institutional, It is hoped that the panel's
final report will recommend solutions to some of
these problems. It is expected to be ready almost
concurrently with the distribution of this collo-
quium report.

Perha; s I can convey a sense of my feeling
about both the colloquium and its consequences.
First, the colloquium did have a sense of urgency
about it One had the distinct feeling that we had
talked so long, too long, about our educational
problems, without the input truly needed from the
minority and low-income populace that would
move us toward an impartiality, a fairness, an eq-
uity in access to the world's broadest and most
comprehensive program of higher education. At
this colloquium, however, at ;east a sampling of
this input, so acutely needed, was present. Those
from the minority populations spoke freely,
thoughtfully, and demandingly. Their voices con-
tributed to the sense of urgency that I have at-
tempted to communicate. And the requests, de-
mands, and even gentle ultimatums could not be
regarded as unpropitious. As a society, Ameri-
cans are deeply involved and committed to the
concept of fair play and equity. This concern is
demonstrated by many instances in this country's
history.

One example from history is the program that
supposedly benefited both our society and indi-
viduals within it the Homestead Act of 1862. Not
only were people who never before had a chance
to own property of their own suddenly given this
opportunity, but also the nation apparently was to
reap benefits. Poor planning and lack of adequate
education and programing eventually contributed
to the dust bowl of the thirties and all its attendant
problems. just as continued poor planning for
equality in access to higher education could cre-

ate even greater societal problems for us in the
future.

The Morrill Act of 1862 attempted to give a
greater choice of educational options at a wider
variety of institutions to a broader spectrum of our
society. It accomplished this purpose only to a
limited degree because the institutions them-
selves strived against eacn other to achieve ell-
test standings in the academic world, arid many
institutions accomplished their purpose very
effectively in the two decades following World War
II.

The GI Bill was also a compensating program.
It was conceived as a reward to the soldiers for
defending the nation in World War 41. This bill
worked perhaps more effectively than any other
federally conceived and subsidized educational
program in bringing to our universities and col-
leges people from different backgrounds: social,
economic, and ethnic.

The examples above are but a few of the
methods that have been devised to attain different
concepts of equality of oppo; funity in American
society. Therefore, the exhortations, the de-
mands of those who have been too long excluded
from higher education opportunities are not un-
toward, and the concept of compensation is not
new or unique. Furthermore, the benefits to be
derived will not be limited only to the newly identi-
fied recipients, they will also accrue to our soci-
ety.

Those in attendance at the colloquium were
deeply involved in their commitment to develop a
working model for postsecondary opportunity for
all, and particularly for those previouslyexcluded:
the low-income families from all populations
Therefore, the recommendation for a course of
action was well founded. The thrust for a vehicle
with which to propose these recommendations
was sound. Compensatory measures for funding
educational opportunity for these populations are
not specious They are most pertinent ai id of the
greatest importance to our soce'y in the immedi-
ate future. Vast loan programs are not the answer,
Recommendations for that kind of aid simply
demonstrate a lack of sensitivity and under-
standing of the societal problems in the minor-
ity, poverty population Those in attendance at



the colloquium were adamant in their recom-
mendations for massive grant aid to the low-
income populations of this country in order to
support their attempts to achieve the higher edu-
cational opportunities now available to 60 percent
of the secondary school students in the United
States.

Lincoln said ;ri his first message to Congress in
1861 that the first purpose of government was to
"elevate the condition of men to lift artificial
weights from all shoulders; to clear the paths of
laudable pursuit for all. To afford all an unfettered
star: and a fair chance in the race of life.-

The colloquium at Scottsdale, Arizona, though
it may not have been aware of Lincoln's message,
stoutly endorsed its substance.

Alexander G. Sidar Jr.
Executive Director of the College Scholarship Service

June 1970
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The Financing of Equal Opportunity in Higher Education:
The Problems and the Urgency
by Stephen J. Wright

The financing of equal opportunity in higher edu-
cation cannot be considered with any real degree
of validity apart from the larger problem of which
it is a very significant part: that of providing equal
opportunity for higher education for all Americans
who desire it and who can profit from it.

If ours is to be a society in which there is equal
opportunity for all its citizens, then equal oppor-
tunity for higher education must become a na-
tional imperative, for it is becoming clearer with
each passing year that education, and especially
higher education, is by all odds the most powerful
instrument by which the American people
irrespective of race, creed, or rir,tional origin
raise their socioeconomic status and improve
the r style and condition of life. Horace Mann,
more than 100 years ago, assessed the situation
correctly when he asserted that education "be-
yond all other devices of human origin, is the
great equalizer of the conditions of men."' John
Kenneth Galbraith put it more succinctly when
he said. "In recent times education has become
the difference that divides." 2 But no one has
summed up the relationship between education
and equality of opportunity more accurately and
more eloquently than John Gardner. "Ulti-
mately." he said, "education serves all of our
purposes liberty, justice and all our other aims

but the one it serves most directly is equality
of opportunity. We promise such equality and
education is the instrument by which we hope to
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make good the promise." 3 Thus the overwhelm-
ing majority of those who are denied an equal
opportunity for higher education, for whatever
reason, are condemned to a life of second-rate
opportunities, menial employment, and, too fre-
quently, unemployment all adding up to sub-
standard incomes and substandard lives for both
themselves and their children. Furthermore, the
more scientific automated, and computer-
oriented our society becomes, the greater the
probability that those deprived of equal oppor-
tunity for higher education will suffer the predicted
condemnation.

The only realistic way to approach the problem
of equal opportunity for higher education is by
means of a national system of universal higher
education. The earliest notion of a system of uni-
versal higher education to receive serious na-
tional attention, as a suggested national goal,
aouelred in the 1964 Democratic platform. "Our
task," it said. "is to make the national purpose
serve the human purpose; that every person shall
have the opportunity to become all that he is ca-
pable of becoming . . Regardless of family
financial status, therefore. education should be
open to every boy or girl in America up to the
highest level which he or she is able to master.
(Emphasis supplied.) In November 1969. in a se-
ries of papers prepared for the Joint Economics
Committee of the Congress, Alice Rivlin and
Jeffrey Weiss brought the notion of universal
higher education to the direct attention of our
Congressmen. As the authors staled it "Higher
education is becoming as necessary to good
jobs. productivity and status in the community as
secondary education was a generation ago Pro-
vision of a free public higher education seems as



much a part of the public duty as free public sec-
ondary education was ther." 4

Not only is free public hig er education an ab-
solute condition for equality of opportunity, it is a
feasible goal in this nation, the richest in the his-
tory of the world. But that is not all. Those who
suffered poverty and disadvantage in the past
have come to realize that such inequality is not
ordained by God and there is emerging in the na-
tion a powerful and insistent demand for relief
from poverty and disadvantage a demand for
equal opportunity. And this demand is coming
from some 22 million black Americans, some 6
million Mexican Americans, more than 1 million
Puerto Rican Amaricans residing in the conti-
nental United States, and nearly 1 million Ameri-
can Indians or a total of some 30 million Ameri-
cans, excluding for the moment the 18 million
while Americans with incomes below the "pov-
erty line." Not only have these Americans begun
to make insistent demands for relief from a situa-
tion that guarantees inequality for them, but they
have begun to agitate for that relief and this agita-
tion will undoubtedly shift to disruptive confronta-
tion in their effort to translate those demands into
reality; and there is every reason to believe that
the use of such tactics will be escalated until such
time as substantial equality shall have been
achieved.

The problem of equalizing opportunity for
higher education is an enormous one II is na-
tional in scope, but very uneven in its degrees of
seriousness. At the present time, for example, it
is much easier for a black high school graduate
who is not in the top 10 percent of his class to
enter a regionally accredited college in Georgia
than it is for him lo enter a college in the states of
New York and New Jersey.

But let me be more specific in suggestin some
idea of the magnitude of the problem. Approxi-
mately 14 percent of the college-age population
of the nation is black, Mexican American, Puerto

4 Soc'a' G:,a's FeJe'a' 6...);-,Q01 or Kger Eouca..on
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Rican, or Indian, but they constitute less than 2
percent of the enrollment in predominantly white,
four-year colleges and universities. The number
of black students being educated beyond high
school, including those enrolled in the predomi-
nantly black colleges and universities, will have to
be multiplied about 2.5 times to equal the rate at
which white Americans are now going on for
higher education, and the situation is much worse
for Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans, and Indi-
ans.5

The disparities at the graduate and professional
levels are greater by far than those at the under-
graduate level. For examples, only 2.4 percent 01
the students enrolled in the 98 medical schools of
the nation are black, and less than 2 percent of
the graduate enrollments in the universities are
black although blacks constitute nearly 12 per-
cent of the population. Stated another way, there
arc only about 5,500 black physicians in the na-
tion, when there should be approximately 25,000
to equal the percentage in the white population:
there arc about 4,500 black lawyers in the nation,
when there should be some 27,000. There are
fewer than 350 young black men in accredited
theological seminaries to supply the needed spir-
itual leadership of more than 50,000 churches,
And, it is estimated that there are only about 600
Mexican American lawyers practicing in the five
Southwestern states and only about a dozen In-
dian lawyers. These examples are indicative of
the general problem in other graduate and pro-
fessional fields as well.

Not only is the problem of equalizing opportu-
nity for higher education an enormous one from
the standpoint of numbers, but the road to equal-
ity is strewn with other formidable and stubborn
barriers. among them being. the high dropout
rates for minority. poverty groups at the high
school level; the counseling system that mis-
guides too many into nonacademic curriculums
in the high schools, the poor quality of the educa-
tion these students receive in ghetto schools,
which severely limits the quality of the institutions

5 See Aa'", E ea5er a-11'lckertF t3a:-k S!,dent
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they can enter; the low aspirations born of poverty
and the absence of emulative examples of c- Ilege
graduates in minority/ po,,erty families; the com-
paratively higher college dropout rate for black
students 28 percent at the end of the freshman
year as compared with 18 percent for whites. But
the most formidable of the barriers is insufficient
family income, a barrier that the educational
community does not fully understand and a bar-
rier that will doubtless be the most difficult to re-
move. And it cannot be dealt with sympathetically
and effectively without an understanding of its
magnitude, its pervasive effects, and its relation-
ship to other factors complicating the problem
of equalizing opportunity for h gher education.

The family income is not only the most impor-
tant single factor determining whether the black
youth, in the overwhelming majority of cases, will
go on for some type of higher education, but with
limited exceptions it also determines the type of
institution he can enter and, therefore, the qualify
of the education he is likely to receive.

The median annual income for black families is
approximately 54,939 or only 59 percent that of
white families. This means, of course, that 50
percent of black families have incomes below
54,939, and such families cannot. in any realistic
terms, make any financial contribution toward the
education of their children. Furthermore, in the
South where slightly more than 50 percent of
black people still live, their median income is
below 54.000! 6 And we know '.hat less than 20
percent of those who are graduated from high
school and whose families have incomes below
53,000 go on to college, as compared to 87 per-
cent of those whose families nave incomes of
515,000 or more

In such families there is little, if any, basis on
which the black youth can anticipate any educa-
tion beyond high school, and this makes a critical
difference in the motivation he brings to his high
school studies. In other words, he is the victim of
a situation in which the price of excellence makes
no sense. a situation in which a college education
is scarcely more than an idle dream. a situation

6 A,i'e TP-e Econc,c Fv,,,,e NegPEs 1"?- e
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that does not hold any realistic hope for a life any
different from the lives of others released from
school in his neighbor hood (nearly 25 percent of
whom were unemployed in 1968, if they were still
below 20 years of age); a situation in which there
arefew, if any, college graduates who could s rve
as emulative examples for those still in the public
schools.

For, after all, the prediction formula for those
going on for higher education is as simple as it is
deadly: If you happen to be born into a family that
is white and Protestant or Jewish, with a mother
who is a college graduate, and with an annual in-
come of 515,000 or more, your chances of going
on for higher education, assuming just average
intelligence, are 90 percent or better. On the
other hand, if you happen to be born into a family
that is black, with an annual income of 54,939 or
less, with a mother who stopped school at the
end of the ninth grade, your chances of going on
for higl lei education could be as low as zero.

It is this situation that a rich and, it is hoped,
enlightened nation must correct, or face the con-
sequences of the wrath and bitterness of a group
that by 1980 will constitute at feast 13 percent of
the total population and a' least 40 percent or
more of the population of most of the larger cities
in the nation, a group with little or no equity in the
economy and, therefore, with little or nothing to
lose the formula for social dynamite!

As we contemplate the problem we should re-
member the highly relevant words of a critic of our
society. "li society is not a divine institution it is
made by man and man is free to do with rociety
as he likes. There is then no excuse for having a
bad society, and we must make a good one with-
out delay. For this purpose you must lake power
end you can take power over a bad society only
by revolution. so you must go ahead and make the
revolution, Moreover, to ach;eve a compre-
hensive iroorovement of society, you need com-
prehensive power so you must regard all resist-
ance to yourself as high treason and must put it
ch, n mercilessly.'"
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The problems incident to the financing of equal
opportunity in higher education extend far be-
yond those of making determinations of need and
putting together packages that somehow enable
students to meet the minimum expenses involved
in the continuation of their education beyond the
high school. This activity generally takes place at
the college level, a point at which too many stu-
dents are long since lost because they have been
given no clear, early understanding of opportu-
nities that do exist and have, therefore, given up
hope that sustainer of the human spirit. The loss
of students before they reach college age means
that a great deal more than we have even at-
tempted needs to be done down in the lower
grades before irretrievable opportunities are lost.
And when we pause to ponder all these and re-
lated problems, we begin to see something of the
magnitude of the problem of multiplying the num-
ber going on for undergraduate study by 2.5 and
the number going on for graduate and profes-
sional study by coefficients of 5 or more

With educational costs rising as they are, the
evidence tends to indicate that total or near total
financial aid will be required for the overwhelming
majority of blacks, Puerto Ricans, Mexican
Americans. and Indians to bring their college-
going percentages up to or near the college-
going level that white Americans now enjoy.

The larger aspects of this task can be under-
taken only by the federal government. Rivkin and
Weiss' comment on this point is especially rele-
vant! "If a high priority is given to improving
equality of opportunity as we think it should
be then the establishment of a major student aid
program, ensuring that all with the ability are able
to go to college. is the first order of business for
the federal government. We believe that federal
subsides should be available to all those who can
gain admittance to an accredited institution of
higher education. but do not have funds to go

The question that will inevitably arise is.
should the federal government approach the
task? Poor. college-age blacks. Puerto ftca es.
Mexican Americans, and Indans have very 1,m-
'led political sex appeal Furthermore. any leg.s-
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lation di, ected toward their relief must have -uni-
versal" application, and when the college-age
children of the 18 million poor whites are added,
as a roughly similaily situated group, the political
appeal will be strengthened and the cost will rise
accordingly. But, let no one tell you that the na-
tion cannot afford to equalize higher education,
for with only a 4 percent annual increase we will
have a S1.4 trillion economy by 1980.

Among the measures being consider ed, those
that are likely to be the least effective among mi-
nority/poverty groups are the education oppor-
tunity bank and the tax credit ideas. Those stu-
dents from families with median incomes of
S4,939 and especially those below the me-
dian are already burdened with debt and they
tend to fear loans that, over a four-year period,
can easily exceed the annual incomes of their
families. The tax credit notion has great political
sex appeal, but is clearly directed toward the
people who pay substantial federal income tax
the middle class. Those measures that are most
likely to go to the heart of the problem are the
ones providing straight grants-in-aid to students
based on need and the ones providing capital
facilities to provide space for those students when
they reach college. In addition, a cost-of-educa-
tion supplement may very likely be required to
help make up for the difference between student
tuition and the actual cost of instruction. Almost
as important as providing the funds will be the ne-
cessity for multi-year commitments by the Con-
gress to their proper administration, so that the
word concerning the availability of the funds gels
down to the disadvantaged of the nation and the
goal of lilting their horizons and their hopes when
it counts is realized

In the meantime, with the v. v in Vietnam s;111
draining the resources of the nation. there ap-
pears to be no commitment on the part of either
the Administration or the Congress to develop
programs equal to the dmensions of the problem.
It becomes the responsibility of the educational
community. therefore, to help build the national
sentiment for such a program The source for
much of the intnrmation that presicents of institu-
tions need for speeches and for communications
to their Congressmen. the information needed to
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persuade the voting public, should be coming
from financial aid officers who are close to the
actual problems, but, it may be hoped, not so
close, that they wilt not be able to see the forest
for the trees the "trees" of technical minutiae
involved in the formulas for determining need and
disbursing available funds.

While the national sentiment is being built,
there is, I think, a critical need to take a new look
at our current practice with the purpose of seeing
that funds now available are not squandered
merely to buy talent with inflated estimates of stu-
dent needs, or, as has been the case with some
scholarships in the past, to sustain the expensive
tastes of the overprivileged.

The controlling fact for the minority/poverty
groups is that they have thus far been excluded
from the benefits of the great American dream
and promise of equal opportunity, for a variety of
illegitimate reasons. For them the dream and the
promise have been a delusion. Israel Zangwill, in
his play The Melting Pot, helped to perpetuate the
delusion, "America," he said, "is God's uucible,
the melting pot where all races of Europe are
melting and reforming. God is making the Ameri-
cans." Where minority groups are concerned, it
isn't so. Only concerned Americans can make
Americans, and the equalization of opportunity in
higher education is the surest way lo make people
in our minority poverty population the kinds of
Americans They are striving to become.

it%
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Equality of Opportunity and Public Policy
by Alice M. Riv lin

When Mr. Craig first talked to me about coming to
this conference we devised the title above for
what I was to say. At the time it didn't sound to me
like a very difficult subject. 1 had just finished three
years in fhe federal government. I (nought I knew
what equality of opportunity was, and what policy
was, and something about public policies that
might further equality of opportunity. In the few
months that have passed since we had this con-
versation I have had a little more time to think.
Furthermore, events are moving very rapidly;
many other people are thinking and acting. I am
no longer so sure I know what equality of oppor-
tunity means or which public policies would
achieve it

What I'd like to do, if I may, is give two
speeches. One reflects what I would have said a
few months ago. The second is an effort to raise
some additional questions about the meaning of
equality in the light of rapidly changing events.

Toward the end of the Johnson administration
I was handed an assignment: I was asked to help
define the federal government's priorities for
higher education. I chaired a committee that in-
cluded my friend Harold Howe II, then commis-
sioner of education, and other members of the
federal educational "establishment. "' We set
ourselves the task of thinking through what fed-
eral policy toward financing higher education
ought to be. with the ultimate objective of making
some recommendations to President Johnson.
Since one can't talk about pulicy without a clear
idea of objectives. we spent a good deal of lime
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thinking about the objectives of the federal gov-
ernment as they relate to higher education. We
came up with a long fist of objectives, but the
principal ones boiled down to four. The first was
the furthering of equality of opportunity; the sec-
ond was improving the quality of American edu-
cation. These first two objectives were to be
act. 'eyed without damage to either of our other
two: diversity of higher education and the auton-
omy of institutions of higher education. But when
it came to defining these four general objectives
we encountered great difficulty.

Diversity seems easiest to define. Clearly, we
want a system in which there are many different
kinds of institutions large and small, church-
related and nonsectarian, public and pri-
vate with different standards and different kinds
of curriculums. We always spoke of preserving
diversity, as though we thought we had it. But if
one thinks seriously about American higher edu-
cation, it seems to me, its most singular charac-
teristic is not itsdiversity but itsuniformity. College
catalogs look depressingly alike: names of
courses, credit hours, and all those things seem
almost identical. We have diversity in some di-
mensionssurely in size and in standards. But
there are many other ways in which diversity
would be desirable. Students have brought these
to everyone's attention

Autonomy presumably means that the federal
government shouldn't tell the colleges what to do.
Everyone agrees to that It begs the question of
who does make decisions in colleges Is it stu-
dents? Is it faculty? Is it administration? The sub-
ject is on everyone's mind But it wasn't so impor-
tant a few years ago, and I don't think we worried
very much about it at all in our deliberations over
federal policy. We were only voicing the conven-
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tional idea that no one wants the federal govern-
ment totell colleges what they can and cannot do.

"Quality" is even harder to define, but it does
seem to be related to the amount of resources
devoted to the individual student. A college or
university with more faculty or better trained fac-
ulty, with more buildings or better buildings, with
more books and laboratories, is probably better.
We don't know how to measure quality any other
way.

Finally, the committee tried to identify what was
meant by equality of opportunity. Most people
thought then, and perhaps still think, that equality
of opportunity meant insuring equal Oa.- ,es for
higher education to people of equal "ability. hive

didn't know how to define it more concretely, but
we knew we hadn't yet achieved equal opportu-
nity. We knew that students with the same high
school grades or the same test scores, or what-
ever you want to use as a measure of ability, did
not in fact have the same likelihood of going on to
higher education. Those from tower income
groups had less of a chance than those from
higher income groups, and blacks had less of a
chance than whites. Presumably, this unequal
opportunity has to do with the price of higher ed-
ucation; if one could remove the economic bar-
riers to higher education, one would enhance
equality of opportunity. Now, everyone on the
committee also knew that the chances of having
equal lest scores, or equal high school grades, or
equal achievement in whatever measures used,
were also unequal for different racial or economic
groups. But we didn't consider it our problem to
improve high schools and elementary schools,
and to make family incomes more equal. We
weren't called upon to solve all the problems of
the world even it we could have We were un-
willing to lake on problems that had to be solved
through action primarily outside the area of
higher education policy. But we were willing to
take on part of the problem. Certainty, there are
young people vvnose true abilities are not recog-
nized; the kinds of standard measures we use
don't measure true abilities However ability is
recognized, these students will need special pro-
grams and special attention so that their true po-
tential may be developed.

7

Having defined goals to our reasonable satis-
faction, we then began to look at various possible
federal policies that would reach these goals
federal policies involving transfer of money. We
looked at institutional aid of various sorts; we
looked at student aid of various sorts; and we
looked at combinations. We concluded that the
choice between more federal aid to institutions
and more federal aid to students depends largely
on which goals are emphasized. if one is worried
most about quality in American higher educa-
tion and the way to increase quality is to in-
crease the resources per student then institu-
tional aid from the federal government, or from
any level of government, is the best and most di-

ict way of getting more resources into institu-
tions of higher education quickly. Student aid Is a
more indirect route. Massive student aid pro-
grams would allow colleges and universities to
raise tuition more rapidly than they would other-
wise, thus getting more resources into the sys-
tem. Not surprisingly, those who run colleges and
universities favor the institutional approach; then,
not only is quality improved more directly, but also
the resources are at their own disposal.

However, to reach the other goal, equality of
opportunity, the most direct route is through stu-
dent aid. One can emphasize grants. Ole can
emphasize loans. One can emphasize combina-
tions. But the most effective way of giving more
low-income students a chance for higher educa-
tion is to give them money.

The other two goals autonomy and diver-
sity one can argue both ways. In line with our
general views that government shouldn't interfere
with what is taught on campuses. and should play
fair with all kinds of different institubons, auton-
omy and diversity could be preserved to the e K
tent "-It they are new through either route.

Having gone through what now seems rather
obvious reasoning, we came out with a series
of recommendations Our repoil emphasized
equality of opportunity. We examined the statis-
tics that were available and they weren't very
good ones and we were not persuaded that
quality in terms of resources per student was the
critical problem facing American higher educ.a-
lion. Resources per student are rising rapidly.
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They are rising particularly rapidly, believe it or
not, in the private institutions that have been
complaining the loudest about the crisis in fi-
nancing higher education. It is certainly true that
many institutions are in trouble. But in general,
from the standpoint of resources per student,
American higher education looks pretty healthy.

The statistics about equality of opportunity are
less heartening. Clearly, even using our very lim-
ited definition, equality of opportunity is some-
thing we don't have now. Therefore, the advisory
committee thought that the goal of highest priority
for federal action was to improve equality of op-
portunity. We therefore recommended a major
student aid program that had essentially two ele-
ments. On a substantial federal grant pro-
gram that would guarantee the needed resources
to any student who could get himself admitted to
an accredited college. Specifically, a student
could apply and be declared provisionally eligible
during his junior year in high school or even in his
sophomore year, so that he would know that he
was guaranteed aid. He could then confidently
count on being financially ready to go to a college
if he were admitted. He would apply, submit a
statement about his family income, and receive a
provisional grant that would say in effect: If your
father doesn't strike oil and you get yourself ad-
mitted to college, you are guaranteed a sum of
money that will enable you logo.

We tied to the student grant a proposal for a
cost-of-education allowance to the college that
fakes the federally aided student. This allowance
was partially to lessen the burden on the colleges
that would have to expand to accommodate stu-
dents who would not otherwise have attended
colleges at all, and partially because low-income
students might require special services in order to
stay in and profit from our present educational
system. The cost-of-education allowance would
be a form of institutional iId I think it is preferable
to general institutional aid (based on total enroll-
ment or some similar formula) because it rewards
institutions who make an effort to serve low-
income students We also advocated a federal
loan bank. not as a substitute for grants but as a
supplement especially for middle income stu-
dents ineligible for grants.

1:1
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Several bills have been introduced in Congress
to carry out our proposals and to meet the prob-
lem in other ways. But I have my doubts that
Congress will act soon on any major new hig'ier
education proposals. There is considerable re-
luctance in Congress to do anything for higher
education right now. They want to wait and i;ee
what is going to happen. They don't want to be
handing out money to students who are throwing
furniture out the windows and occupying bLild-
ings. The congressional friends of higher educa-
tion are lying low, They aren't pushing their IL ck,
because they think they might not win.

I have the impression that the Nixon admi us-
tration has not yet begun to think about higher
education. I don't say this critically. The adm 'is-
tration has been in office a short time and has cad
many pressing problems to deal with, some , of

its own making. It was obvious that the welfare
system had to be reformed. That was the ores: ing
priority of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. They worked hard on that and cv me
up with a plan. They have problems with skyrock-
eting costs of Medicare. Military policies, coup led
with the decision to hold down the entire budget,
have imposed stringent limits on the Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare portion of the budget, and
even that portion is already burdened with its( win
uncontrollable elements such as public as:ist-
ance. Given these constraints, I think the deppl-
men1 has quite wisely decided higher education
can wait. As I read it, the administration has not
adopted a negative policy. rather, it has not
adopted any policy at all.

However. I would rate the chances fairly good
that something substantial will happen on the
student aid front in the next few years. That nay
be overoptimism, but it is based on a nurnbe' of
things The kind of reasoning about priorities that
went into our report (the Rivlin Report) and into
the Kerr Report and into other statements of re-
cent years is beginning to penetrate. The problem
of equality of opportunity is getting across to c.n-
gressmen. There is much less pressure for
across-the-board institutional aid than there was
a few years ago. One reason is that the inst tu-
tonal aid push was "ciss lak" warning on:
nously that without added money, American



higher education would go under. For some time
we have had a mixture of some institutional aid
and some student aid. And somehow the colleges
survived.

On the basis of these trends, I would expect
that a major student aid program, combining fed-
eral funds for grants and loans, will receive very
serious consideration and perhaps favorable re-
action in Congress in the next few years. I would
expect financial aid officers to be reasonably en-
thusiastic at this prospect, except for nne thing:
the Kerr and Rivlin proposals would put most aid
officers out of business; at least the activities they
are engaged in now would no longer be needed.

The scholarship and grant program and the
loan bank that we are advocating would put
money directly in the hands of students as the ci
Bili did, the procedure would riot involve the col-
lege financial aid offices, students would come to
the colleges with grecn chocks in their hands. The
arguments for the dir student aid approach are
several. One is that low ' ncome students are at
present deterred from going to college by the dis-
couraging need to he admitted first, and to ap-
proach the student aid officer for the means to
pay afterwards. If a student has to get admitted
into a college first and then go to a bank and ask
for a loan. he may never get to college. The
thought behind the student-oriented payment is
that, if one educates students to the idea that the
money necessary to attend college is theirs by
right, and they may shop around for a college, it
may make higher education seem more desirable
and attainable.

The other argument for giving funds directly to
students rather than to institutions is a consumer
power argument. It is alleged that one way to in-
crease the responsiveness of institutions to the
needs of students is to put more purchasing
power in the hands of students and lel institutions
compete for customers

Let me stop at this point with what I regarded as
my first speech the speech I would have made
a year ago and raise a few more facts and
questions that have occurred to me since then.
Some interesting statistics put together recently
by a few of my coi!eagues hit me rather hard and
raised some questions in my mind. A bright grad-
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uate student who is working with me recently
looked at the impact of the federal programs we
now have, to see the family income levels of stu-
dents who are now being aided by federal pro-
grams. These computations are rough, but inter-
esting. if you thought that federal funds went dis-
proportionately to low-income students, these
numbers might surprise you. Federal research
money, of course, goes largely to institutions that
serve middle- and upper-income students. So do
many other forms of institutional aid. Student aid
is more redistributive, but even student aid is not
heavily concentrated on the lowest income
group. Colleges that serve lowest-income stu-
dents don't participate very heavily in our present
student aid programs. The two-year colleges do
not for a variety of reasons; many small colleges
that serve low-income students don't either,
partly because of matching requirements of the
Educational Opportunity Grants Program. What-
ever the reasons, the fact is that although student
aid money from the federal government looks as
if it is distributed more evenly than funds from
other aid programs, it is still not distributed in a
way that would be desirable if the goal is to direct
the federal subsidy to those with the lowest in-
come.

I'm sure similar statistics apply to state sub-
sidies to higher education. W. Lee Hansen and
Burton Weisbrod did an interesting computation
for California .2 That slate has the most heavily
subsidized public education system of any state
in the union and its public higher education is
among the widest in availability. Even in Califor-
nia, however, upper-income students go to the
most expensive institutions and remain longest.
low-income students go to the least expensive
colleges and don't stay as long, so that even Cali-
forma is. in effect. subsidizing higher-income
students more than lower-Income students.

The point can be made another way Another
one of my colleagues, Edward Denison. exam-
ined some of the public subsidies to higher edu-
cation n relation to students' abilities, using high
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school grades as measures, and tried to calculate
how the nation is transferring resources to stu-
dents in relation to ability.

Again, the results shouldn't be surprising. We
subsidize cur high-achieving students amazingly
heavily, and our low-achieving students almost
not at all. Denison estimates that white boys who
get As in high school receive at least 56,000
worth of investment in their future education,
probably closer to 510,000; and white boys who
get C's receive an average of only about S1,000.
The numbers for girls are lower, but the ratios are
the same. Now the question is does this 'ke
sense? It has always been accepted as axir atic
that the nation had to distribu:e its subsidies to
those who were by some measurable criteria
most able. The liberals in the educational com-
munity were willing to admit that the criteria
weren't very good, and that many people with real
ability don't demonstrate it by high school grades.
But that's not the point here. Does it basically
make sense to put more of our national resources
in those students who have high ability, than in
those who have low ability?

As an economist, one might argue that there's
a higher rate of return on the investment in the
able than in the less able. I don't know of any evi-
dence for this, but supposing it were true that the
nation added more to its gross national product
by investing in its ablest rather than its less able
students Even if this were true, it does not follow
that the public should bear this subsidy, since this
increased output shows up principally in the later
incomes of those who get the more expensive
educations

In order to argue for more of a public subsidy
to the able than to the less able, one really has to
argue that there are public benefits beyond the
incomes of the individuals involved that lustily this
kind of distribution of subsides

It you think subsidizing the able is obviously
'right" let me suggest an example for you to think

about. If a parent had two children. one of whom
was borderline retarded but might. with intensive
special education, be able to function, w h:re the
other was pretty bright, and if that parent didn't
have a lot of money, it is not at all obvious which
child he would help most Many families would
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decide to get the less able child over the hump so
he would at least be able to function, on the as-
sumption that the bright child could take care of
himself.

I don't know exactly what form this debate will
take on the national level, but I suspect that it will
be the subject of controversy over the next few
years.

James S. Coleman has written an interesting
study about elementary and secondary educa-
tion.3 It points out that the children coming into
our school system now are very different from
children coming in a few years ago. They are in-
formation rich and experience poor. By the age of
six they've been subjected to a tremendous range
of information from the electronic media and very
little direct experience. So the kinds of schools we
set up a century or so ago to handle the child who
had very little contact with the world beyond the
walls of the farmhouse are perhaps no longer ap-
propriate. The teacher who could read and lec-
ture and convey to this child with limited horizons
a whole new world with which he was unfamiliar
was a very important figure; direct experiences
could be taken care of at home. We now have a
different kind of child: it's not at all obvious that
we should be putting our resources (at school, at
least) into adding to his already extensive infor-
mation. Many schools are, of course, already
concerned with helping children to use, order,
and apply information, but the public G rather
confused as to whether the children are really
learning anything It would seem lo me that this
thought is perhaps even more true at the college
level We are now getting college students who
have a vast fund of information and easy access
to a lot of other information. The lecture system is
a very inefficient. expensive way of conveying in-
formation. and may not be what the students need
or want Part of what they may be telling us these
days is that they need more direct experiences.
more on- the -job and action experiences I am
also not wholly convinced that students know
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how to analyze, criticize, and synthesize their
wealth of information. It may be that the expensive
kind of information we're giving able students
should be scrapped in favor of a different kind of
education for them and a heavier investment in
the less able student.

As for student aid, I still believe in the basic
thrust of the Rivlin Report. A major student aid
program at the federal level is probably the most
important single thing the federal government
should do about higher education at the moment.
But a question about it remains: If we put money
directly into the hands of students, would we have
more of a track system in higher education than
we have now? Would we have students flocking
into the most selective colleges? These colleges
could afford to be even more selective because
every "A" student would come with his check in
hand, even if he didn't have much family income
Would we be shunting our less able students, rich
and poor, into second-echelon institutions? For
the past century or so, a lot of second-echelon
institutions have not been so strictly stratified.
Even though they were not so prestigious, they
included a reasonable number of good students
who wore there because they couldn't afford to
go anywhere else.

If the financial barriers to higher education are
entirely removed, so that everyonecould afford to
go to the institution he is able to gel admitted to.
should admissions policies be changed? Will we
be financing a track system in all our educational
institutions, public and private? Would that be
good? It not, how should admissions policies be
reoriented, to get a different mix of students in all
kinds of institutions?
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The Federal Government and Student Financial Aid:
Some Reflections on "Clout"
by Jack H. Schuster

I am delighted to have tnis opportunity indeed I
have been hungering for the chance to review
certain aspects of the financial aid community's
role in shaping student financial aid policy in
Washington. As the assistant director of admis-
sions at Tulane University for three years, I be-
came deeply concerned about broadening ac-
cessto higher education. At that time, working for
Cliff Wing. then president of the Association of
College Admissions Counselors, I was afforded
an overview of how professional organizations
concerned about admission to college func-
tioned. For the past several years I have worked
for Congressman John Brademas, chairman of
the House Select Subcommittee on Education,
and a champion of the proposition that access to
higher education must be swiftly and decisively
expanded.

From my Capitol Hill vantage point, I have ob-
served and worked with a multitude of education
groups doing combat, occasionally with each
other, to increase their respective shares of the
federal education pie. These experiences have
led me to a sobering and not particularly Battering
thesis.

The admissions and financial aid communities
have been much less effective than they might
have been in shaping federal policy to expand
access to higher education.

I need not dwell on the inequities affiicting the
present system of student financial aid Nor is it

necessary to discuss at length the inadequacies
of existing federal support for economically dis-
advantaged college aspirants A few items well
suffice to suggest how great these inadequacies
are, and will underscore the urgent reed for ad-
missions and financial aid officers to strengthen
their influence on federal policymaking

The upper limit of Si ,OOD for a grant under the
Economic Opportunity Grants F-iogram (EOGP)
becomes less adequate each year. As the Rivlin
Report has indicated, since the EOGP was first
enacted in 1965, tuitions have soared an average
of almost 50 percent.'

Despite the dramatic increase of federal funds
made available since 1963, a mere 11 percent of
freshmen who enrolled in the mid-1960s came
from families constituting the nation's lowest
socioeconomic quartile. (At least 40 percent of
enrolling freshmen were children of parents from
the highest socioeconomic quartile.)

Among families having college-age children,
one whose income exceeds 515,000 is five times
more likely to have a child in college than a family
whose income is less than 53,000i2

The present configuration of federal aid to
higher education, beyond student f inancial aid. in
large measure bypasses the neediest students.
Student aid programs are targeted with some ac-
curacy on poor students. However about 80 per-
cent of the federal dollars supports not student
aid, but rather research and development, new
facilities, and a wide variety of other institutional
programs. And the great bulk of this support is
funneled into institutions with the lowest density
of low-income students For example. almost all
federal research and development money, un-
derstandably. is channeled to un:vers,1 es Yet
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many of those universities have small proportions
of disadvantaged students, while those institu-
tions attracting the largest concentrations of
students from low-income families the public
two-year institutions receive few research and
development dollars,

Who Speaks for the Students?

As priorities in structuring aid to higher education
are being hammered out in Washington, one cru-
cial qu )stion is this: Who in Washington speaks
for the low-income college student? How are the
interests of the economically disadvantaged stu-
dent protected when the executive branch for-
mulates its legislative program and when con-
gressional committees conduct hearings to
shape higher education policy?

These questions are particularly relevant at a
time when the federal government is reassessing
student financial aid programs, at a time when
such far-reaching proposals as an "education
opportunity bank" or a tuition tax credit plan are
being scrutinized. The showdown is not far off.
Both approaches wou'd cater to the reeds of stu-
dents from middle-income families and would
substantially bypass students who are reluctant
to incur tong-term repayment ob'igations or
whose family income and income tax is too
meager for a tax credit to be of much help.

Who. then, speaks for the students? The tradi-
tional spokesr-en are the education associations
in Washington. principally, perhaps, the American
Council on Education (Ace). The spokesman for
higher education at a given congressional hear-
ing may be the Ace or the National Association of
Stale Universities and Land Grant Colleges or the
American Association of Junior Colleges or any
of two dozen others But the voice is ordinarily
that of a beleaguered university or college presi-
dent, who, virtually by definition. is confronted
with a mind-boggling array of financ.iai dilemmas
His concerns are by no means limited to the wel-
fare of his students, whether disad,,anlaged or

affluent. He roust be concerned as well about
myriad other problems all expensive He won-
ders how he is going to get enough money to bu-rd
a phys'cs laboratory or resdence hall that the
unrvers.ly needed five years ago. how to support
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graduate fellowships, how to provide competitive
faculty salariesand on it goes.

tri such circumstances, the priority of adequate
student financial assistance must compete with
other pressing needs. Accordingly, when un ver-
sity officials are speaking for students' needs,
they usually are speaking within the dual context
of hotly competing priorities and always-limited
federal resources. As a result. the case for the
poor student too often is obscured by its admix-
ture with other plaints.

Organizing for Clout

In my view, the admissions and financial aid com-
munities must become more visible in the Wash-
ington political arena. They must develop more
"clout." After all, the admiss:ons and financial aid
communities generally are more familiar with and
more sensitive to the needs of impecunious stu-
dents than other higher education administrate's
The financing of equal opportunity in higher edu-
cation unmistakably a high priority with most
admissions and financial aid officials. But unless
the Association of College Admissions Counsel-
ors (ACAC). the National Council of Student
Financial Aid Administrators, end the College
Entrance Examination Board to name several
of the more obvious examples press vigorously
for these pnontes, the pleas on behalf of dis-
advantaged students wilt continue to be muffled

What is the recent Washington -track record.
of the financial aid community? During 1969 a
vocal, more effective voice for student financial
aid has emerged But to date. this effort is neM-er
as highly organized nor as politically scph,s-
ticated as the challenge demands In my ;ucg-
merit it is absolutely essential that the financ.ial act
community devise ways to present its vews d-
rectly to Congress with vigaht

And what about the adm.ssions community? In
my three years as a college admiss,ons officer, I
came to know, someth,ng about the A cAo. But
in my 2'.' years in Washington. I hake not o-ce
heard of the ACAC The organizat,on might, as
he in Tasmania so tar as the molding of federal
policy Is concerned Th s invisbility is unfortu-
nate. even hag c

As for tt,e College Entrance Et am-nat on



Board, I am delighted that during this past year
the Board has played an important role in press-
ing for the restoration of funds for the EOGP and
other programs that aid disadvantaged students,
I hope this involvement continues and intensifies,
because this kind of activity is indispensable if
there is to emerge a persuasive voice for the stu-
dents with whom we are principally concerned at
this College Scholarship Service colloquium.

The usual ways of influencing Washington's
decision-makers are neither mysterious nor im-
proper. The principal ingredients are commitment
and hard work. In the past, those qualities have
been found in abundance amcrig financial aid
and admissions personnel but not often have
they been targeted on Washington. What happens
in Washington will rontinue to have an enormous
impact on the college-bound student. I hope,
therefore, that you and your colleagues can work
together in the crucial months ahead to present
the compelling case for expanding access to
higher education,
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Student Reaction
to Financial Aid Policies

In the course of planning the colloquium,
all those involved were in agreement thct any
discussion of the financing of equally of edu-
cational opportunity would be incomplete if
it did not include input and reaction from those
most personally involved with aid programs
individual students. The student participants
were an active part of the discussion groups
throughout the week and on Wednesday morn-
ing gave the group their personal opinions and
reactions to student financial aid, The presen-
tations of the three student panelists follow



A Black Student's Reaction
to the Present System of Financial Aid
by Frank McClellan

The aims of Federal programs have been to
spread the benefits of higher education to all seg-
ments of American society and not just to make
it easier for bright middle-class students to attend
college. Whether or not this actually occurs is still
very largely up to the individual college. Much
more than the availability of aid funds is needed
if black. Puerto Rican and Mexican-American
students are to attend college in more than token
numbers. Students must be recruited while still in
high school and they must be helped to stay in
college once they get there, This means special
counseling, tutoring, remedial efforts, and per-
haps reduced course loads, In the long run the
worth of Federal financial-aid programs will prob-
ably be judged by how much they contribute to
the equalization of opportunity." George Nash'

How much have financial aid programs (federal
or otherwise) contributed lo the equalization of
opportunity in higher education?

As an Afro-American commenting on financial
aid the question of how many black people have
benefited from the present system immediately
commands my attention, The immediate answer
to the question is that very few black people have
benefited A more illustrative answer, at least for

,fgh. is found in the following report re-
:eased by the Pittsburgh Press last spring By
actual count. 471 Negro undergraduates are
studying at Pittsburgh's six four-year colleges
and universities They make up barely 200 of the
total enrollment of 22.578."7

In Pittsburgh then, where black people consti-
tute approximately 20 percent of the city's popu-
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lation, the maximum number of blacks benefiting
from the present financial aid system is a mere 2
percent of the college populationa grand total
of 471 persons,

To begin a discussion on financial aid policies
by emphasizing the absence of blacks attending
universities is simply a way of raising another
question: From the black community's point of
view, what is the role and responsibility of a uni-
versity in providing equal opportunity in higher
education, and what is the function of the finan-
cial aid officer within the total process? It is from
this base that I will discuss my reactions to finan-
cial aid policies. The opinions expressed will in-
clude those of numerous Afro-American students
(undergraduate and graduate), countless Afro-
Americans on the block, blacks in steel mills and
in the army (many of whom should have been in
a university), black counselors, black educators.
and especially mothers and fathers in the black
community.

The process of entering and being graduated
from a university involves a supposed chain reac-
tion, applicationacceptance for admission
financial aid grant matriculation. I will use this
constructed chain reaction as a focal point for
articulating my reaction to financial aA policies.
My approach will be to look at each stage of the
admissions procedure through graduation and
describe special effects each stage has on Afro
Americans I will then note the traditional role of
the financial aid office at each stage, the tradi-
tional ro'e will be contrasted with a suggested
new set of actrvIIRs for adrnnistrat,on of ad

Let us look at the first step of applying for ad-
mission. The high school senior learns that in
order tout financial act he must submt an apoli-
c al-on lo the College Scholarsha Service (css)
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As this procedure relates to economically de-
prived Afro-Americans (and that means most of
us), this application, the Parents' Confidential
Statement (Pcs), is too complicated and remote.
Most of us have never heard of the css until this
time. Yet, since someone there controls our des-
tiny, we must submit the form. The PCS form is so
complicated and threatening that a substantial
number of people never submit it. I'm speaking
of people the majority of whom earn iess than
S5,000 a year. To these blacks, forms like the
pcs generally mean that some white person or
institution is about to hook them into some more
debt in some kind of scheme that will make the
white entity some money. Even if the parent is
highly literate, a form demanding information
concerning his salary, other sources of income,
business expenses, rent, medical and dental ex-
penses, insurance, income tax paid, and so forth
causes suspicion. Many parents and students
feel compelled to seek outside assistance to
complete the form.

Another negative factor is that the Afro-Ameri-
can family structure militates against the cooper-
ation required to complete the PCS. For a variety
of reasons, many students are not on good terms
with their parents. Many students do not live with
or regularly see their natural parents; their guard-
ians may not have the same interest in or feel the
same obligations for helping the student get into
college. Also, there are still too many parents and
guardians who fail to view attending college as a
serious possibility for their children, and thus
have no real motivation for completing the Pcs
form. This family situation must receive serious
consideration when making a student's future de-
pendent on a P05

For the average Afro-American family earning
55.000 or less a year. the entire form is probably
unnecessary. It is rare when such items as home-
ownership. other real estate owned, bank ac-
counts, investments. and trust funds are relevant
to a low-income parent SLpplemenls A (for busi-
ness ow ners) and B (for farm owners. ranch
owners. and farm tenants) are usually irrelevant.

The cash contribution eiipec.led of parents at
this income level makes the PCS form more mean-
ingless A family with three children making
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$5,000, according to the css need analysis chart,
is expected to contribute no money to his child's
educational expenses. This fact reinforces the
argument for shoilening the form. Students from
families that make fess than $5,000 a yi,,ar (re-
gardless of family size) could be allowed tosubmit
a signed statement that their income is less than
$5,000. (An analogous procedure use of the
short 1040a form by persons of limited in-
come existed prior to 1970 in the area of federal
income lax.) The university admitting the student
could then make adjustments for such small fac-
tors as a family's savings of S300. These sriiall
factors vary widely among low-income appli-
cants. For the most part they are too insignificant
for need analysis to justify the present Pcs form.
Adopting the short form procedure would remove
a hurdle at the initial stage of college consid-
eration for many black students.

Traditionally, at the application stage, financial
aid officers have concentrated on processing
the applications received. If we are ever to go be-
yond tokenism, the financial aid officer must be-
come an integra part of the recruitment process.
Maximum success in this role would be achieved
by hiring an aggressive young Afro-American
with his own recruiting stall He stiod be
charged with the duly of increasing the riumoer of
applications for admissions and financial z d, that
is, he must assist and encourage stur,ei,t.; in des-
ignated areas to submit application:. It would be
essential that he have control over the disburse-
ment of a substantial amount of financial aid
funds. His rote, in fact, would be crucial through-
out the black student's college career. Recall
Nash's conclusion. referred to at the beginning of
this paper Much more than the availability of aid
funds is needed if black, Puerto Rican and Mexi-
can-American students are to attend college in
more than to" n numbers Students must be re-
cruited while still in high school and they must be
helped to stay in college once they get there. This
means special counseling. tutoring, remedial
efforts. and perhaps reduced course loads

The next step after application is acceptance
for admission (Although adni,ssions criteria are
important considerations they will not be dis-
cussed here because of time krnitation ) It should
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be obviousthat a large number of Afro-Americans
(considering group and individual life styles)
should only be admitted to the cniversity if the
university can guarantee them a definite amount
of financial aid. The ability of many students to
cope with the university environment is highly de-
pendent upon their financial aid situation. George
Harris, a counselor for black students at Du-
quesne University, describes the problem,

"Many students I've dealt with feel as if they
don't have the wardrobe that an active college life
dictates. Furthermore, they don't have pocket
money to participate rn the activities of student
organizations which represent their peer groups.
These two problems constitute and reinforce a
sense of insecurity. Insecurity breeds discontent
and interferes with motivation. Without motivation
the chances of reclizing goals is seriously stifled.

"To give a black student a few crumbs as op-
posed to a slice cf bread is adding a frustration
factor which is impossible to deal with, Always
hungry, always poorly clothed, never financially
solvent, always inadequate, are not conditions
conducive to learning and growing academi-
cally,"

For the benefit of certain students we need to
combine the admissions and financial aid deci-
sions. When the admissions officer considers ad-
mitting Afro-American students who are border-
line cases academically, their names should be
sent to the financial aid officer. The financial aid
officer should then evaluate their financial needs
and those students at the lower income level
should be guaranteed full financial aid for their
entire university career before the admissions de-
cision is made. If no such guarantee can be made
(at least for the first year) the students should
not be admitted I will present my reasons for this
position in a later discussion of matriculation.

Let us next look briefly at the decision to grant
financial aid The major criticism here is that noti-
fication comes too late. In my undergraduate ex-
perience, the notification came in the spring. at
Duquesne. I understand, it often comes late in the
summer. The problem here is obvious lithe finan-
cial aid granted fails to fully meet the student's
needs. he finds out too late to investgate other
sources of aid because of deadline dales ThIc
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usually means sitting out a semester or a very
high-interest loan. (Such loans are usually not
available to the most needy students.)

The second criticism of the decision to grant
financial aid is that the need analysis criteria
should be reevaluated. Earlier I cited a family with
three children making $5,000 a year. I chose this
example because it represents my own situation
when I first entered college in 1; 3. At that time,
however, such a family was expected to contrib-
ute 5300 a year. My father earned $5,000 a year
at that time; to exact $300 from his salary for my
education was asking the impossible. The socio-
economic studies showing employment instability
in the Afro-American community and the slogan
''last hired, first fired" are not merely abstrac-
tions they are very real. In my situation my fa-
ther had been laid off his job as a steel worker for
five years. He had been back working steadily for
two years when I entered school. During that
five-year period of unemployment, my family had
ruined its credit and accumulated countless debts
that we have yet to recover from. My family's situ-
ation was and is no exception in the black com-
munity it is the rule. Given this rule, it is ridicu-
lous to require the ecs from an Afro-American
family earning $5,000 or less, it serves no rea-
sonable purpose for an administrator in Princeton
to apply white middle-class need analysis proce-
dures to their situation It makes more sense
to certify the income level and assume the fam-
ily can contribute almost nothing

Finally. once financial aid has been granted by
the university, I see no need for the requirement
of a new application each yea'. This requirement
only delays notification as to the amount of aid
granted. The renewal process should be only a
verification of student status and a certification
that there has been nosignificant change in finan-
cial conditions When necessary an in. terview
should be required

The most bller complaints voiced by Afro
American students focus on the matriculation
stage of the chain react on. They compla,n that a
student must rema n n good academic stand ng
each year to continue receiving aid Yet many
students suffer in making the transition to college
life. resulting in an academic probation period
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After the first semester they are not in good
standing but they are still in school, their financial
needs still exist. The financial aid policy usually
does not allow for such an extension period. As
a result, the usual financial aid package crum-
bles: the scholarship is probably immediately lost;
the National Defense Student Loan is probably
immediately lost; if the student retains a job he
will probably never get off probation and he soon
fails out If the financial aid policy is anti-black
in any area, this is clearly one.

You will recall that in my earlier discussion of a
need to combine the admissions and financial aid
decisions for a certain group of students (those
considered borderline academically who come
from low-income families), I argued that if the stu-
dent cannot be guaranteed financial aid for as
long as he attendsthe university, he should not be
admitted. Too many black students have already
been psychologically assaulted byan educational
system that allows them to hang around for a few
years struggling for academic and economic sur-
vival only to be bounced out when the system de-
cides their time is up. This system of vanishing
commitments serves only to present illusions of
equal opportunityit does nothing for the real
needs of black people. A student in trouble needs
intensified aid, not its withdrawal.

Another deficiency in financial aid practices as
they relate to matriculation is the policy toward
part-time students. The choice of attending col-
lege part-time rather than not attending at all usu-
ally means the student will receive no financial
aid. including loans. The whole concept of ma-
triculation needs redefining. There must be more
freedom to move in and out of the university if we
are to increase the enrollment of blacks Numer-
ous blacks who choose not to enter the university
immediately after high school must have the op-
tion of part-time attendance with financial aid 0
they are ever to enter the university. Sometimes
family obligations make the option necessary,
other times the student bel.eves his trans bon
back to academic Pecan only be soccesstuf it he
enters slowly part-time for a year or two and
then full-time It is rare in this country when an
ArroAmerican with only a high school degree
is aUe to support himself and a family and
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a college education at the same time.
In summary, the process of attending a univer-

sity application, acceptance for admission, fi-
nancial aid, and matriculationis not a chain
reaction as it relates to the Afro-American com-
munity; each stage has seriof. s deficiencies that
act as hurdles, systematically tripping up Afro-
American applicants and resulting in a token level
of attendance. Financial aid administrators do not
bear the sole responsibility for the token attend-
ance of blacks nor can they totally solve the
problem. They can, however, do a great deal.

If there is a desire to make the financial aid
system work more electively in providing equal
opportunity, this point must be understood: we
must have aggressive young Afro-Americans to
do the job. The slate of race relations in most
American cities dictates that whites, no matter
how good their intentions, will produce only token
results. Black administrators can begin the criti-
cal task of recruiting and counseling alienated
Afro-Americans (Afro-Americans..whom whites
often find either unapproachable or lacking in
college potential). Black administrators can set
up financial counseling sessions with black stu-
dentscounseling that deals with real financial
needs of blacks, especially needs of a domestic
and personal nature. Given adequate funds.
black aid administrators together with black
academic counselors can begin the job of pro-
viding equal opportunity for higher education.

In my Wew, it is only with the addition of Afro-
American financial aid administrators, linked up
with Afro-American academic counselors, that
the criticism and suggestions I have articulated in
this paper can really work to provide equal op-
portunity for higher education.
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The Financial Drain
on the Average-Income Student
by Kathleen German

According to a well-worn cliché, the most valua-
ble resources our nation possesses lie in the un-
tapped potential of her young men and women.
Education and training are the tools necessary to
develop and refine these talents. Yet, our present
approaches to education must be constantly and
critically surveyed if we are to plan for the maxi-
mum use of native American ability.

There is an old recipe that describes the best
way to cook a frog. According tothis recipe, if you
put him into a pot of boiling wafer, he responds so
quickly to the heal that he jumps out again before
he is cooked. But if you put the frog into a pan of
cold water and gradually heat it up, the frog
doesn't decide to jump until it's too late. By that
lime, he's cooked.

In this modern age of education, many students
resemble that frog. The financial burdens of ob-
taining an education beyond high school gradu-
ally overwhelm them. Take any college or univer-
sity during orientation week the numbers and
enthusiasm of the freshmen are inspiring They
are also a bit frightening, especially when corn-
pared with the less numerous and more sober
ran::sof upperclassmen. Of course, a multitude of
factors contribute to the difference, and I would
like lo consider one of the most significant of
those factors with you now, the financial drain of
higher education on the student.

A student !roman average-income family and
especially if that student is a girl faces a di-
lemma posed by our society. The problem is that
society produces the desire for education beyond
high school, and then does not provide the means
for fully sat sfyng that desire. The asp ration rs
created by exposure to the arts and sciences. so-
cial pressures. and a variety of experiences that
most studer Is received either in the home or dur-
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ing elementary and secondary school years. Ed-
ucation and learning are ultimately equated with
successful living. Yet, this same society that fos-
ters these needs also frustrates them. The finan-
cial requirements are not readily available to
everyone, and especially not to the daughter in a
middle-income family.

Let us examine first the course of action the
average student can lake to meet the problem. If
the student is average in ability as well as income.
the scholarship is not a feasible solution. Even if
it were, its availability is limited and uncertain from
one year to the next. By no means can the aver-
age, or even above average, student expect to
finance his college education through scholar-
ships.

Second. there is the part-time or stimmer job.
Traditionally Americans hold a romantic image of
the college student who moonlights on the side to
pay for his education. But this picture is fast be-
coming a part of American folklore. Johnny's
summer earnings simply are not enough to pay
for the continuarly rising cost of college tuition
and other expenses. Taking 1969 alone, college
tuition rose an average of 17 percent throughout
the nation The prospects for the future look
equally unpromising.

The final alternative, most frequently resorted
to by the average, middle-income student. is the
loan program. This is evidenced by the simple fact
that loans such as the National Defense Student
Loans or federally insured loans are a major part
of student a.d If only for the reason that these
programs are so w idespread. the frustrations and
drawbacks should be fully explored and rem-
edied In doing so, the unique position c' the
woman in ths situation becomes apparent.

Although the American education system. par-
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titularly higher education, is today more compre-
hensive and effective than any other in the
world, it faces a crisis. That crisis, in terms of its
lowest common denominator, is a financial one.
The funds available are not sufficient to cover all
the needs.

The loan program is handicapped to a large
extent because it must rely on the commercial
lender. As an investment yielding a high return,
the student has little to otter the capitalistic world.
He ties up large amounts of money for long pe-
riods of time. In addition, despite government help
and new legislation, the interest rates on student
loans are substantially below commercial loans.
In these circumstances, it is obvious that student
loans hardly command top priority among lend-
ers.

Loans suffer from further limitations. They de-
pend directly on economic conditions. In times
such as these, when we are experiencing high
inflationary pressures, monetary and fiscal re-
straints are employed to relieve the inflation.
Loans become harder to obtain, and in the end,
the student is hurt.

Loans may in other ways add pressures and
problems to the already harried college student.
Frustration and disillusionment are very real
prospects. There is the understandable reluc-
tance of many young men and women with un-
certain future careers to assume heavy financial
commitments. Usually, when a student is largely
backed by loans, there is still a portion of the bur-
den left with the parents. Comm,nly there are two
children who must attend college at the same
time. The result is that the educational prospects
of the second child are sacrificed. at least for the
Present.

As indicated previously, loans have unique
effects on women. It is more probable that women
under these conditions will turn to other answers
to the problem such things as marriage or em-
ployment. Considering that women constitute 40
percent of the student population, these unique
prob!ems are by no means insignificant.

One of the most universally held beliefs is that
a large loan debt incurred by a girl will only dim
her chances for marriage. This so-called "nega-
tive dowry" theory 4s some hal undermined by
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college-age marriage statistics, but nevertheless,
there are problems of this nature. If marriage is
planned before graduation, there will be a tend-
ency to decrease the motivation for continuing
higher education if it must be financed through
loans. Usually, a woman will sacrifice her career
in favor of her husband's. Finances are enough of
a problem at this period in life without the added
worry of repaying additional loans.

Special provisions in many loan agreements
tend to drive students into particular fields, for ex-
ample, teaching. The other professions are often
closed oft, namely the ones requiring intensive
education and, thus, financing. This is a special
problem for the female student. Loans such as
those under the National Defense Student Loan
Program were formulated at a time when there
was a shortage of teachers. Now that the gap has
been filled, loans should not be adapted to fill new
professional shortages. Women should be en-
couraged to enter new fields. Perhaps our nation
can learn from examples of other nations whose
women play extensive roles in customarily male
professions.

Graduate school presents a special problem for
the aspiring woman The security risks to lenders
that are always great become even greater.
Commercial lenders have a difficult time justifying
a loan to a woman when she is competing with a
man. She presents the more unattractive alterna-
tive. This American bias must be overcome if we
are to encourage the career-minded woman to
take full advantage of the opportunities of educa-
tion.

Finally, there is the assumption in our society
that education is wasted on a girl. There is a tend-
ency within the family and the society to encour-
age the son and begrudge the daughter. Until our
society stops reinforcing this idea (as is illustrated
in the two examples above), the special barriers
to education of women will remain.



Chicanos and the Economic Problem
of a College Education
by Frank D. Cervantes

In recent years, the nation has become aware of
a growing restlessness in the second largest mi-
nority population in the United StatesMexican
Americans, This is because chicanos, as they
prefer to call themselves, are becoming increas-
ingly aware that their educational, economic,
legal pnlitical, and social statuses are of a sec-
ond-class nature. Chicanos' growing resentment
is evidenced by events in recent years: the walk-
outs from the East Los Angeles high schools in
March of 1968 in which more than 13,000 stu-
dents boycotted classes for a week to protest the
educational system; the rise of militant orga-
nizations such as La Alianza Federal de Pueblos
Libres, the Crusade for Justice, mAy0 (Mexican
American Youth Organization), and others; the
highly successful organizing and strike against
California grape growers by Cesar Chavez and
his United Farm Workers Organizing Committee.

Many concerned people have asked them-
selves why, in the midst of all the riches and op-
portunities in America, does a culturally distinct
group, such as the chicanos, exist in poverty and
ignorance? The answer can be traced to one
thing the failure of the educational system to
provtc !n; the special needs, caused by cultural
distinctions, of the chicano The Anglo-American
schi,o1 system and the chicano culture clash
hr ad an and the loser is the chicano student and
he society.

The results can almost be foretold. a tremen-
dously high dropout rate (now termed by some a
push-out rate). a mean educational attainment of
less than eight years, a less than 2 percent rep-
resentaton by chicanos in Southwestern col-
leges despte the fact that they constitute almost
20 percent of the college-age population in the
same area
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Unless chicanos begin to make educational
advances, they will remain second-class citizens
without the benefits now being enjoyed by mil-
lions of other Americans. But chicanos are al-
ready so far behind the rest of American society
that it is apparent that they are going to need
special help in achieving the education so des-
perately needed by them and their communities,
This assistance must be in the form of financial
aid loans, grants, and work-study jobs. To under-
stand why, we must first look into the background
of the chicano interested in attending college.

First, let's look at the family-cultural back-
ground. In chicano society, the family is usually
placed before the individual, lherefore, the indi-
vidual is expected to stop being a financial burden
to the family as soon as possible and begin help-
ing to support the family. The fact that the family
is usually poor and usually large puts additional
pressure on the student to go to work and forget
about further education, It is not that the chicano
family is anti-education; it simply can't afford the
f,nancial burden of a son or daughter in college.

Now we must take a look at tne primary villain
in this case the public education system and the
"education- of chicanos Because the chicano
is raised in a monolingual (Spanish) or very bilin-
gual environment, his command of the English
language is not as good as his Angle, counter-
part's The great majority of the schools in the
Southwest . Ike no effort to deal with this back-
ground As a result, the chicano begins to fall
behind in school at an early age, is classified as
a slow learner because of tow scores on io tests,
and beg:ns to develop a frustration about edcz.a-
tion in general In most cases he is phased into
the vocational courses. but even if he is fork late
enough to be in an academic curric.ulum. he is
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rarely considered to be college material by his
teachers or counselors and is not urged to go on
to college.

After going through thistype of experience with
the education system, the chicano who still de-
sires to go on to college is not as ready as his
Anglo counterpart for the academic rigors of a
college education, nor does college seem that
attractive to him. If the chicano does make it into
college, he will have to spend more time studyng,
because he does not have the academic back-
ground his Anglo counterpart has. This will pre-
vent him from having as much time to work at an
off-campus job. Of course it also has an effect on
his finances.

The obvious answer to this dilemma is financial
aid to the chicano student. If the chicano can be
helped financially, he will not be as great a burden
to his family and will be able to spend more of his
time on his studies.

Financial aid programs, where they have been
instituted, have been a success in getting more
chicanos to college. In 1967 at San Diego Slate
College, before the expansion of the Educational
Opportunity Grants Program, there were fewer
than 50 chicanos enrolled out of a total s'udent
population of almost 20,000. With the expansion
of EOGP and the dissemination of information on
financial aid to the Chicano community, the num-
ber of chicanos at San Diego Stale College has
risen to almost 400 full-time students out of a total
student population of about 23.000. The great
majority of these chicanos (over 300) are receii.'-
ing some form of financial aid. Most of the >e stu-
dents believe that they would not be able to attend
college were it not for financial aid.

But although the proportion of chicano stu-
dents at San Diego State College has risen tre-
mendously during the past two years. they still
constitute less than 2 percent of the student body.
although the percentage of chicanes in San
Diego County is from 12 to 14. There is still a long
way to go.
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Financial Aid for Disadvantaged Students
in Private Universities
by Humphrey Doermann

In the recent past the story of financial aid for dis-
advantaged students at private universities in the
United Slates seemed to be an optimistic one At
present it is an uncertain one. Barring unforeseen
miracles, the story's immediate future tooks like a
gloomy one. I should like to offer here the evi-
dence that contributes to those judgments. The
sequence of descriptive adjectives used above

"optimistic,- "uncertain," and "gloomy"
would not deteriorate so rapidly if one could sep-
arate the institutional working mechanism of col-
lege financial aid from the changing public
expectations of what that mechanism should ac-
complish. The performance of private colleges
and universities, measured against virtually any
absolute standard, seems to be holding its own,
and in some cases, even improving slightly, it also
seems far more impressive than it was 30 years
ago. Measured against many current and fore-
seeable demands, however, this same perform-
ance seems to be both inadequate and growing
quickly worse In October 1969, for example, the
governing body of the National Association of
College Admissions Counselors passed by a vote
of 76 to 1 a resolution that illustrates the public's
demand for quick change It commits individual
members to attempt to achieve a student body at
least 10 percent of which belongs to racial minor-
ities, hall of these students being -high risk"
scholars: to reallocate funds from normal institu-
tional operating budgets to recruit and finance
minority students: to eliminate the use of aptitude
test scores as a major factor in determ nng ad-
rniss,on el,gbility for minority students. and to as-
sure minority students at least two years in which
to adjust to unNersity environment

Wh'e no lime deadline is established for
ach eving the goats of the resolution. the prose
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describing each step has an immediate sound to
it, It lacks any of the cautionary phrases usually
ativ:hed to committee prose phrases such as
"as soon as possible," and if feasible." If my in-
terpretation of the language is correct, it also ap-
pears that few of those voting stopped to calcu-
late that the 10 percent goal, if achieved quickly
and throughout the nation, would imply that
among roughly two million first-time degree-
credit college students projected to enroll in
United States colleges and universities in 1970.
roughly 200,000 (10 percent) would come from
racial minorities, and that percentage of minori-
ties would require that the college -going rate
among high school graduates for these groups
would, on the average, have to take an immediate
leap upward of more than 50 percent. (The
number now going on to college can be variously
and roughly estimated to be between 110,000
and 130,000 a year, although no nationwide cen-
sus count is available.) Since roughly half the
black high school graduates who went on to col-
lege in recent years have enrolled in predomi-
nantly black colteges, either the resolution implies
that these colleges should cease to exist in their
present, predominantly black form, or it implies
that the college-going rate for black high school
graduates quickly would have to increase much
more than 50 percent and thus supply the
needs of both the predominantly black colleges
and those of every other institution, ar a minimum
enrollment of 10 percent When one of the largest
and most representative of the nationwide pro-
fessional college counseling organ.zations can
almost unanimously cornms itself to important,
imme&ate promises. which are at the same time
arithmetically impossVe for all to ach.eve hs1

an acceptable time. it is a sign that pubic pecia

a3



tons are running far beyond our ability to perform
or even to admit our inability to perform.

In our recent history, however, there seemed to
be cause for more optimism. After World War II,
but before many people took much note of devel-
opments in college admissions and financial aid,
a number of things hapoened that seemed like
hopeful signs to those who then were interested
in making private colleges and universities more
representative of the nation's population. The
College Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
was adoptedY.,idely, and by measuring what was
called -aptitude- on a nationally comparable
basis, it was possible for these colleges to reduce
weight given to lust what subject material had
been studied which all too often eventually
meant weight given to whether one had been for-
tunate enough to go fo the right schools and in-
stead give weight to quickness and to verbal and
mathematical facility. wherever they might ap-
pear.

The GI Bill of Rights. and the veterans who
benefited from it, brought strength and real diver-
sity of student background to private colleges and
universities throughout the nation When that
money ceased to be available to students. the
College Scholarship Service (css) deve,oped
financial need analysis procedures that enabled
colleges to stretch their remaining more scarce.
scholarship dollars with far greater efficiency
than had been possible before These proce-
dures. unlike those prevailing at that time in public
colleges meant that students from the low est in-
come families mrohl ecer,e stipends large
enough to pay their college bills without undue
financial strain True. there were not many stu-
dents from extremely low-income famil es or from
the racial minorities in the private universities. but
admissions officers In these institutions did begin
to recruit more w ,defy and to learn how to be more
successful at it

The a.'a,labihty of CornPiirdh'e In'ormaf'on on
the family income dstribul,on of a college's stu-
dent body and the family income dslributon in
the nation gave col'eges and uni.ersit es the ab
ity 10 trace the ,r progress (or lack of 11) towards
nationaily repres.entatne disersly m ways not
pcissib'e before 11k,r;d 1'b".3r II
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Finally, many colleges, most of them private
ones, gained experience in appraising evidence
other than that provided by transcripts and test
scores. Once the so-called objective elements
were combined with letters from teachers and
counselors, with financial information from fami-
lies, and wit personal biographical information
from candidates and impressions from interviews,
it became increasingly possible to take success-
ful individual gambles in admissions that could
not have been taken in good conscience given
only grades and test scores These developments
provided the national college admissions scene
with an element of built-in flexibility, of benefit to
poor and rich students alike, at a time when so
many of the other pressures seemed to be in the
direction of rigidity, homogenization of student
populations, and machined processing. So long
as colleges and universities combined their re-
sources with these new methods to try to give
greater opportunity to capable students from dis-
advantaged backgrounds h 'e tc,.n and
black and so long as Iths r, c of by
the existing constituencies cl t esu ntit*J1oris.
their admissions and financial a do'fi,:crssi.:--.rned
lust fled in at least limited cititimi srn

I said earlier that the outlook at present seems
uncertain In its issue of June 23 1967. Time
magazine reported that the nal on's private col-
leges and universities were in gra.,e financial
trouble- and that many were -search ng franti-
cally to close a dolly gap that ti reatens their very
existence

II had been clear for more Iran 10 'y ears prior
to the appearance of the lime 0,1 C'E h it the ex-
pense for a student to attend a pin coi!ege was
higher and had been rising f,,strr than If e ex-
pense to attend a pubic college in h S hon'e state
A need-based system of sell s,:1,-,'.-rchip sti-
Fends meant that it was vcbal niA much
harder than before for prix alc colleges 10 attract
low ,ricorre students. but the ' -anc,a1 competi-
tion for middle -income studer !S had become in-
cresngly severe In 1968 for r:Irea,etirre
year iii this century. student cnrcimeri: prrrate
colleges actually decreased. w 'e r college
enrolments again increased e rip 1., than
had been forecast in most enroll-



ment projections. (These standard projections
usually foresee about 1 new student en:ollng in
private colleges and universities fr. every 10
additional ones enrolling in public colleges.) Dur-
ing the same year the United Slates Office of Ed-
ucation asked each college and university, first,
how many square feet of academic building facili-
ties were then available for use, and, second, how
much building space was then needed. Public
colleges and universities, taken together, re-
ported needs roughly 20 percent in excess of
available space, on the other hand, private col-
leges and universities in sum reported they
needed roughly 5 percent less space than they
already had,' Today wartime inflation is continu-
ing to move college operating costs and building
costs up rapidly. Private colleges are under se-
vere pressure to raise tuition rates more rapidly,
in order to cover the mounting costs, and raising
tuition will make it more difficult to attract full-
paying students. At the same time government.
foundation. and college sources for financial aid
are not expand,ng rapidly enough themselves to
attract more needy students into Inc private col-
lege sector. The financial strineencies are real
and appear to be growing steadily more severe
Whether we like it or not. it is against this uncer-
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fain financial background that we must consider
what can be done in the near future to improve
financial aid for disadvantaged students in private
colleges and universities.

Table 1 gives a rough calculation of how 1969's
crop of about 1,450,000 male high school gradu-
ates would be classified jointly by verbal scholas-
tic aptitude and by the income of their families.
The amount of money the css estimated that
three-child families in normal circumstances
might be able to contribute towards a college ed-
ucation is given in the second column. It is impor-
tant to note that the css estimates of family con-
tribution are those which were used in 1966 to set
the original freshman stipends for today's college
seniors. The CSs tables used for today's freshmen
require smaller family contributions at the same
income levels. If one wished to estimate the
numbers of male and female high school gradu-
ates. one could multiply the numbers of men in the
table by two and arrwe at an adequate working
estimate, Thus, for examp'e, one may read from
Table 1 that approximately 173,000 men who
graduated from high school for 346.000 men and
women) are able to score 400 or above en the
verbal sections of the SAT and also come from
farniles earning Si 6,200 or more These families.
in turn. were estimated in 1966 by the css to be
able to contribue, on the average. $3,080 or
more towards a son's or daughter's college edu-
cation if the css guldelines that were used for
selling 1969-70 st,pends had been used in cal-
culatIng Table 1, the family contribution flgure

Table 1. Estimated distribution of U.S. men graduating from high school, 1969 -70:
sotr-verbal scores and family Income'

to,s
(Pc,:

_n so, 5
CC, CV',1

C''

-
n'. SCC'e

1,3'

Less than S4 000 (Less 5210) 205.000 43 000 254 000

54 000 to S7 4g9 (5270 to 5730) 204 000 81 000 285.000

7 500 to 10 099 ( 730101.4;0) 169 000 103.000 292.000

10.700 to 16 109 ( 1.420 to 3 080) 175.000 131.000 306 000

16 200 a,d o,er ( 3 060 and r 140 000 173 000 313 000

Tca, crr3.000 f 37 000 1,450 000
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would have been Si ,660 instead of 53,080.1shall
discuss this change in expected contribution
later,

Before discussing the meaning of Table 1 in
detail, we should pause briefly to consider its im-
portant limitations. First, the figures are calcu-
lated estimates resulting from the combination of
two separate distributionsone for family in-
comes of 1 7- year -olds who were enrolled in high
school or college, the other for the estimated
sAT-verbal scores of all high school seniors. It is
possible that sampling errors, errors in combining
tne two distributions, ant errors in protecting for-
ward in time may make the figures presented
incorrect by as much as 15 or 20 percent This
renders them questionable for precise work. but
not for the general purpose of this discussion

Furthermore, although family income is the
best available nationwide index of ability to pay
for college education, and although sAT-verbal
scores are probably the best available nationwide
group description of probable to do college
work successfully, one should not draw the con-
clusion that individual abd ity to pay, or Ind,vidual
likelihood of satisfactory academic performance
can be predicted sensibly by a two-variable table
of this kind It cannot be done and should not be
attempted

One can consider Table 1 from a number of
viewpoints If the 52 private universtes that
reporteo SAT score distributions in the 1967-69
edition of the College Board s Manual of Fresh-
man Crass Profo"es are representative of private
universities generalty, then cu er 96 percent of this
sector's enrolled freshmen are described tie
fourth column in Table 1 they score 400 or bet-
ter on the verbal sections of the SAT At>eut -10
percent of those scoring 400 and above come
from the most prosperous tam Les (those earn rig
516 200 and more) Most selectie private col-
lege; and pi ivale un.verstes in recent years Ila e
attempted to obtain progress-icily abler entering
classes, and also to enroll at least half cit them
from the small group of able students who could
also pay the full college.gong epenSES
schoiarsh p assistance Many of these CO"egeS
have discovered that although the nurritacir of Hi!)
school graduates is increasing and farn.li in-
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comes are rising. neither trend is rapid enough to
provide enough students, particularly enough
high-scoring and prosperous ones, to meet their
expectations. The result has been increasing
recruitment competition. The colleges that win
this competition arc able progressively to raise
their minimum test score expectations and also to
finance limited programs for low-income stu-
dents, the colleges riot faring as well in the com-
petition find the pool of high scoring and pros-
perous candidates yielding fewer and fewer new
freshmen for them, and consequently their ability
to enroll disadvantaged students is reduced

One side effect of this competition for prosper-
ity and high acaderrac credentials may well be
that the colleges that lose out may be forced to
slow down their pace of study, while the colleges
that win If their student bodies are homogene-
ously high testing and well prepared may wish
to speed up the pace of their instruction II is pos-
sible in the decade ahead that, without its being
planned that way, the curriculum and pace of
study in our colleges could become more strati-
fied than they are now. Should this be a source of
concern? Perhaps not But if the leading gradu-
ate schools in the nat -On in turn set their eiqpecta-
tions of academic preparation by what they may
expect from students corning to them from a
last- lrac.k group of colleges. and it these graduate
schools' admissions l'ewpectations gradually
become the r minimum requirements, then it is

possible to foresee our system of colleges oper-
ating tar less fle,ably than in years past as a sys-
tem for soiling new talent into society Under
tr.,-:se new c ond tons, if they occur, it may be in-
creasingly important that applicants for the best
starling ;otis in many fields apply only alter attend-
ing the best graduate schools. which in turn
were accessible Only after do ng well in tie fast
paced colleges Much of the second chance
collity of our sii,slcm of Ingrier educatiian could be
in more immediate danger than we would ht. e
ti icugl it possible

Meanwh se what can Table I lell us about
pre. riq college cduc ation for the. ,,nanc,ally
d.safbanlaq+?.1? The top I lie in the fable suggc sits
a le w answers U Iforlunatele ail the available

e sucgests Itiat scf loot graduates (or
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students at virtually any levet of prior schooling)
from low-income families are more ;ikely to
achieve low sAT-verbal scores than are students
from prosperous families; students from prosper-
ous families are more likely to achieve high test
scores. The tests, we all know, say little about en-
ergy, stamina, generosity, or common sense all
of which seem to be desirable qualities, and all of
which, given time and effort, can affect the qual-
ity of individual academic performance. But
sAT-verbal scores, when used to describe large
groups this way, are far from meaningless For
one thing, verbal aptitude test scores describe
ability to read almost as accurately as do scores
on reading tests themselves. An sAT-verbal score
of 370 equals roughly the average performance
of all United States high school seniors, while a
verbal score of 250 ,f acrTeved by a high school
senior would measure his reading competence
at roughly the eighth or ninth grade level For an-
other thing, there is little evidence that suggests
the SAT is racially biased in the following specific
sense for a given college or group of colleges, a
group of black students is likely to achieve
roughly the same college grades as a group of
w Hie students w ho ach.eved the same sAT scores
prior 10 admission 2

The recent and reasonably successful effort to
provide college education in relatively selective
colleges for high-scoring. but lowancome, stu-
dents has accomplished only a relatively small
amount towards provid rig universal opportunity
for low-income students The roughly 800.000
men and women who come from families earning
less than 57.500 a year, and who in high school
achieve Ninf Oaf SAT scores between 200 and 400
are Still the ones, more times than not, who fail to
go on to any college, let alone a selective one

The Coleman report, when its verbal ability test
data are converted roughly to an SAT scale, sug-
gests that the average score for black 11,0 schoof
seniors in the United Slates is roughly 250, and
that not more than 10 or 15 percent of black high

2 f are, E,s lp
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school seniors would probably score above
400.31 he selective colleges. therefore, compete
energetically for students in the extremely small,
high-scoring portion of this candidate pool, and
have thus far been forced to leave the largest part
of the remaining educational task, if it is accom-
plished at all, to two-year colleges and to the pre-
dominantly black colleges

How do all these forces hear upon individual
private colleges and uliversilies assuming,
first, that they wish to educate larger numbers of
disadvantaged students, and, second, that they
must do so with essentially the same financial re-
sources available to them as they now have?

Tufts University in Medford. Massachusetts,
provides one kind of example Tufts is relatively
prosperous by national standards It has relatively
less competition from public universities than do
its Midwestern and Far-Western counterparts,
and considers about four times as many appli-
cants for admission as can be sent letters of ad-
mission The Boston Globe on October 26. 1969
published the following summary

''John Mitchell, vice president for business
affairs, says that by pushing tull.on to a stiff
$2.475 a year which only the rich can alford

and by tripling its number of low-Income backs
in the fast three years. Tufts risks losing its rn.d-
dle-incorne students They are unable to pay the
high tuition, and much of the scholarship a,d they
might have gotten now goes to blacks

Other private colleges. in quite different clr-
cumstances, however. enjoy neither a large ex-
cess 01 qualiTed cam:Wales to choose from (w ho
would enroll if admitted). nor the ability 10 ra-se
to t on so high, because of competition from the
less eqiensive public colleges nearby Under
these different and less favorable circumstances.
much °realer pressure exists to enroll ether full -
paying students or ones who need only small
scholarships Much as they might prefer other-
wise. these colleges do not have enough money
to award many large scholarsh ps to extremely
needy students. or to clev.se new programs of

S Coze"-a, f -. a I, C,
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study for them if they are significantly less able in
conventional academic terms.

Fisk University, a distinguished, predominantly
black liberal arts college in Nashville, Tennessee,
provides another example. Fisk does enroll a rel-
atively large number of low-income students; and
roughly half of its entering freshmen score below
400 on the verbal sections of the SAT. Fisk would
provide more scholarships if it could find the
money. Meanwhile, however, the increasing in-
terest among Northern and Western colleges and
universities in recruiting able black shidents
has removed from Fisk's candiGate pool young
men and women who in recent years would have
become many of its ablest students. Four years
ago, Cass and Birnbaum's Comparative Guide to
American Colleges reported that roughly 19 per-
cent of Fisk's entering freshmen achieved verbal
SAT scores of 500 or better. The 1970-71 edition
of the Guide, using 1969 data, reports that only 10
percent of Fisk's entering freshmen have com-
parable scores

When considered with representative examples
like these. Table 1 describes limits that make the
future of private college financial aid to disad-
vantaged students seem gloomy The most pros-
perous institutions could, at most. perhaps dou-
ble their clods, but that action would have little
except a symbolic effect on the largest portion of
the problem, which is represented by the students
who are financially disadvantaged and for whom
the more selective colleges must make major
curriculum reform Less prosperous but still
moderately selective institutions probably are not
able to do even this much The least prosperous
private colleges have for some lime accommo-
dated financially and academically dis.L-d-

vantaged students These colleges badly need
more scholarship funds. more books, and more
and better teachers Unless massive and unfore-
seen assistance comes to these colleges from
outside their present sources, however, they
seem least likely to be able to eq)and significantly
the scope and quality of what they can accom-
plish

4 !aRs Cass a-,1 Ma, e [aim 6 R:4
Rut.' C.f.'S 1.9C'g
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Within this stringent national picture, the net
effect of the changes that took place between
1966 and early 1969 in the css family-contribu-
tion tables are understandable, but, nonetheless,
worrisome. They are understandable because,
whatever objective rationale may lie behind them,
their greater generosity towards middle-income
families puts many hard-pressed private colleges
in a better position to compete financially with
neal by public institutions for relatively prosper-
ous students, and vet these changes do not vio-
late the notion that scholarship stipends should
be based on rationally computed financial need.
But Inir, understanding should not obscure the
fact that if private colleges generally follow the
changes implied by the new tables and award
larger individual scholarship stipends to stu-
dents, and if no major new scholarship sources
are forthcoming. those changes in the css tables
have made it significantly more difficult for pri-
vate colleges to aid larger numbers of disadvan-
taged students

It one uses the old (1966 and earlier) tables,
and then the new ones that were recommended
for use with the freshman class entering college
in 1969, one obtains the results in Table 2 for a
3-child family in normal circumstances

Table 2. Family contribution from 3-child
family using cis tables

Far Cc,r,ft t,r,c,r1
re.-J

us -)v-e r)(e,
for- S (Ss h i It s

5.000 S 340
10,000 1 250

15.000 2 650

co,h,t,FOn R,
c 7,1 t,,rec
using r 4 'y

CSS 1-1 C('

5340

$ 930 320

1.680 970

If one takes the average family income distribu-
t.on of undergraduate students in private univer-
s,ties, then assumes a typ.cal freshman class of

000 students. and for each student a total an-
nual expense budget of 54.000 and self-help
expectation of 51.300. one can calculate the cost
of need-based scholarship stipends for the class
as on the left-hand side of Table 3. first. using the
pre-1966 css tables and then using the tables for
1969 freshmen It costs 24 percent more to pro-
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vide the needed scholarships for the 1,000 fresh-
man under the newer tables than under the
pre-1966 ones!

If one then asks how much it would have cost
such a private university to diversify the economic
backgrounds of its students so that they would be
representative of the family incomes in all United
Slates universities (public and private, four-year
and two-year colleges), the answer can be simi-
larly estimated as shown on the right-hand side of
Table 3, The cost of diversifying as much as
universities in general already have andof follow-
ing the newer css tables is an increased cost of
73 percent (from 5897,500 to 51,553,700) over
what the average private university now spends
on undergraduate scholarships. The added cost
of diversification alone is an increase of 39 per-
cent (from 51,116,500 to S1,553,700), If those
changes in the cSS tables added this much strin-
gency to already pressed scholarship budgets, if
they made it this much harder to reallocate funds
to disadvantaged students (before even consid-
ering special counseling and academic help for
them), is it really clear that this change was nec-
essary or desirable? Maybe it was, but the argu-
ment for these changes. if it exists, has not been
discussed widely as to how the changes might
affect recruitment of disadvantaged students into
private colleges.

Private colleges today seem able to do so little
to bring about dramatic expansion of their total
scholarship resources, that they should resist as
strongly as possible those changes which make
it even harder to aid more low-income students
New css tables were issued for use with the
freshmen of 1970. and these. while slightly less
generous to upper- and middle-income families
than the 1969 tables. nevertheless will once more
increase the total cost of providing financial
assistance to both of the freshman classes illus-
trated in Table 3

This brief review of forces affecting the past,
present, anci future of financial aid for disad-
vantaged students in private universities and col-
leges admittedly 0%ersimplifies many of the issues
and omits others that should have been dis-
cussed The foregoing. however, does suggest
steps we might try to take. or encourage others
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to take, in an effort to improve matters.
First, private colleges need more money if they

are to expand enrollment, improve in quality, and
provide more opportunities for low-income stu-
dents. If inflation can be controlled without elimi-
nating real growth in the national economy, then
the real incomes of families will grow, and some
of this added family income could ber etit private
colleges. College alumni, corporations, and
foundations perhaps can contribute more than
they now do, although other issues, particularly
urban problems, will demand more and more help
from many of these same sources. The major
remaining possible sources of help federal and
state governmentswould be more promising if
the war in Vietnam could end and if taxpayers
would be willing to devote more money to higher
education. The recommendations of the Kerr
Commission, embodied in the Congress onal
legislation proposed by Representatives Reid and
Brademas in 1969, would provide needed help.
Similar guideline recommendations were made to
President Johnson by the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion, It is hard to imagine dramatic overall im-
provement in financial aid for disadvantaged stu-
dents in private colleges and universities without
dramatic improvements in the financial resources;
available to those institutions

Second, if private universities and selective
private colleges do find the resources to admit
significantly larger numbers of students with low
measured scholastic aptitude, and thus usually
with relatively untrained reading skills, then these
institutions must also discover ways to match
their curricular offerings and performance expec-
tations to what is appropriate for Hew stu-
dents Al the same time these colleges must avoid
patterns of admissions, inslruc lion. and grading
that establish bimodal. two-class student com-
munities in which sophisticated, aggressive, and
academically successful students are also dJf-r-
entiated by their whiteness, and in which unso-
phisticated, less articulate, and less successful
students are also dstinquished by bro.% n or black
skin Mutual respect among the races and indi-
vidual self-respect will suffer if we fad in this task

Finally, the css should recons'der the impact of
recent changes in its expectations of family con-



Iributlons towards the cost of college education.
Estimating contribution levels is partly an objec-
tive, scientific exercise, but it also requires a large
measure of human judgment. Speaking only for
myself, I hope that the sum of the human judg-
ments that shape the future CSS guidelines will be
to leave more scholarship money available for
low-income students of all kinds.
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Black Students in a White University
by Cart A. Fields

Ten years ago the impact of the black student on
higher education was practically nonexistent. At-
tention was focused on the elementary and sec-
ondary school population and the attempts to
bring about integration of public school facilities.
The name of Martin Luther King was just begin-
ning to be heard on radio and television; Stokely
Carmichael was not nationally known: Rap Brown
was smouldering. unknown to anyone. Adam
Clayton Po,vell Jr. was still the most strident voice
representing black America that anyone listened
to in or out of the political arena.

The NAACP was building cases to bring before
the Supreme Court. with Thurgood Marshall its
formidable advocate. The Urban League was still
hopeful of mediating the misunderstandings be-
tween white liberal groups and the emerging
aggressive black ad hoc organizations

Higher education, particularly the predomi-
nantiy white institutions. was an interested but
objective bystander. somewhat unsure of the role
it had to play but secure in the knowledge that
when the time came it would do the "right thing"
because logic, reason, and good will would en-
sure fair play to anyone whom it absorbed.

An organization called the National Scholar-
ship Service and Fund for Negro Students was
about to complete a decade of placing "selected,
qualified" black youth in certain good white col-
leges of the country, and Kenneth B. Clark made
kn ,tin the results of a study that proved black
students could succeed in the best colleges and
universities when exposed to good teaching
practices and principles

No matter what we think, in retrospect. of the
efforts of these organizations. people. and stu-
dents. no matter how minimal or token their
effect, the plain fact is that these efforts opened
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the door of higher education in white institutions
wider for blacks and other nonwhite groups than
it had been in 200 years.

Prior to these efforts predominantly Negro in-
stitutions of higher learning, with inadequate
financing and insufficient facilities, had exerted
almost the entire effort in preparing black youth
for productive and constructive lives in an almost
totally indifferent society.

About seven years ago the biting logic of a
Malcolm X and the withering criticism of men like
James B. Conant, admittedly an unlikely tandem,
helped to spur the nation under the Kennedy re-
gime to greater efforts in education. From the ad-
mission of one or two blacks into white institu-
tions. there was an expansion of small groups of
6, 10, and 12. What t call the -missionary ethic"
began to operate! "Go out and save some so they
can keep the others in line."

Six years ago few, if any, administrators in pre-
dominantly white institutions in this country knew
what to expect or had thought much about how to
cope with the spirit and intent of the new black
student coming into their midst. What is more
lamentable is the fact that they did not even think
to use the sources of information that existed to
try to anticipate the impact of groups of black stu-
dents on their institutions The situation was
something like that of a woman who doesn't real-
ize she is pregnant until labor pains begin

It is not necessary at this time to set forth all the
grievances that black students suffered as a re-
sult of this lack of anticipation and prepared,-less
on the part of white institutions of higher educa-
tion You have probably read it for yourself in
magazine and newspaper articles It is necessary
to state that as a result of this lack, black students
quickly armed at what they held to be an accu-



rate understanding of their role in developing
viab: educational settings and curriculums.

The question was no longer whether the black
student could succeed, but whether the institu-
tion could respond quickly, sensitively, and com-
prehensively enough to include the black referent
as an essential factor in educational develop-
ment, The difficulty lies in the fact that predomi-
nantly white institutions of higher education have
been loathe to accept the premise that a black
student population is able to define problem situ-
ations and work toward their resolution, both
academically and pragmatically. Let me sharpen
this point with an example.

The movement for black studies (a generic term
that refers to the knowledge. contribution, and
development of black people) or even a black
university is not, as some will simplistically state,
an attempt to gain recognition per se. It is, to my
mind, a testing process that will determine
whether there is any real willingness to legiti-
mately include the black experience as relevant to
a society that is deemed democratic. If there is to
be permanent exclusion the reasons must be
clearly defined so that other realistic goals for
survival can be set If, on the other hand, there is
genuine acknowledgment of the black experi-
ence, black students should lake a major role in
helping to shape programs and courses toward
that excellence which all will share.

There are other disturbing facets to the black
student'sexperience on white campuses that are,
in a sense. more damaging to the future rela-
tionship than is readily apparent to the outside
observer. They include the transference into the
educational arena of the exploitation syndrome
that has been so detrimental to development of
black economic control The tendency to regard
the black student as a poor academic risk has
been a major factor in this situation

There has been. for many years. a carefully
developed set of criteria for determining the ex-
tent to which ary student should be aided in
financing his education The tables that are used,
gathered from all ava'lable federal. slate. and
local economic data. spell out in clear terms what
respons,bilty a family must take in contributing to
the education of a chid

Cast against national norms, the figures have
been validated -.gainst standards suited to the
average or middle-class white family financial
structure with gradations up or down from that
status. Involved also is the reward for past scho-
lastic performance in secondary school and the
expectancy of continued scholastic efficiency in
the area of higher education. To round out the
picture there are provisions for loans and remun-
eration from work to help the student. It is what we
currently call the financial aid package.

The federal government has played a signifi-
cant role in making large sums of money available
to colleges and universities, especially in the area
of loans and work-study, to encourage -eligible
or qualified" students to attend college. The as-
sumption of some standard level of educational
proficiency has been both implicit and explicit.

Looked at from this standpoint the student was
given earned financial support, which in time
would be returned to society in the form of skills
and servi,es necessary for the development and
perpetuation of the society. Statistically. the posi-
tion was valid because the absorption rate of the
white graduate into the economy was high and his
financial progress toward stability as a contributor
to the society was. in the matority of cases.
assured.

Against this background let us examine an
average black student at any good college or uni-
versity. Measured against the statistics for the
average middle-class w hite family, certain inequi-
ties emerge Higher rent. hgher insurance rates.
higher price of food. and costlier standard budget
items rnmed,ately affect the black family and its
ability to contribute financially to the education of
a child Consumer debt. for exarnp'e. is an impor-
tant factor of black family life in the midde-to-lo
Income bracket Th,s directly affects the cash
assets of the family but is not considered on the
tables that deal with contribution to cducation out
of financial assets

Attendance at a public secondary school in a
ghetto neighborhood is usually equated wth a
lower calber of educational quarity and prepare-
t on, therefore standardled test scores and other
data validating scholast,c ach.evement place the
Brack student below h,s white counterpart The
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evidence of scholastic proficiency in a lower cali-
ber secondary school leads to a cautious opti-
mism in predicting scholastic proficiency in
higher education. This labels tho black student a
"risk." The financial packaging he receives re-
flects this risk since there is less in outright grant
for scholarship and more aid in the form of loan
and work-study to justify a calculated possible
failure before the end of a four-year period.

At the end of four years. he has a higher loan
to repay and lower marks because of a more in-
tensive work situation while in school. There is a
lower rate of absorption into the economyand the
time it takes him to reach a financial level of sta-
bility that will assure a steady contributory rela-
tionship to society is almost twice as long as that
of his white counterpart. In most cases that
monetary return for skills and services remains
lower.

The exploitation syndrome that I mentioned is
subtle, but it is there. Against the knowledge of
economic and educational disadvantages over
which he has no control, the black student is
helped (or penalized) by still other uncontrollable
conditions: more loan and work aid and fewer
scholarships. He is faced with a minimal labor
market situation with lower earning power over
which he has no control. In other words, the edu-
cation received, which purports to improve his
economic status, actually induces acceptance of
lower pay for equal work responsibility compared
to the experience of his white counterpart. In
many instances neither job nor pay is equal. The
illusion of equal return for equal effort is exploita-
tive in concept and practice.

There is another facet of the black student's
experience that is equally deleterious because ct
the confusion that accompanies it. That is the
tendency of institutions to meet all the f,nancial
needs of the black student without regard to 10e
reality of his situation in a kind of behind-the-back
reparation for past educational deficiency. This is
counterproductive, even when the intent is good.
because it is not geared to any significant expec-
tation of excellence by the student and rewards
him for his slaying power rather than his progres-
sive achievement.

Another aspect of the black student on the
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white campus needs attention, This is the role that
the federal government is playing in setting up
anxieties, ambivalences, and possible conflict
with its vacillating policies in legislating aid to
higher education.

For the past decade the government has en-
couraged, even mandated, colleges and uni-
versities to equalize the opportunities for black
students in higher education. Money and pro-
grams have been approved aryl implementation
has been hastened in order to make additional
numbers of educated black citizens available to
the nation. From a rather desultory beginning
colleges and universities, public and private, have
finally reached a point where they can begin to
maximize these efforts. Recruiting efforts have
been stepped up and admissions criteria reevalu-
ated. Then, suddenly, things seem to be going in
reverse!

In an inane effort to deal with general student
unrest and its causes, Congress starts cutting
back on money. This seems to be the only userJl
weapon that the United Stales knows how to use.
Shooting straight from the hip Congress fires
buckshot instead of a well-placed bullet. For ex-
ample, in an effort to penalize campus demon-
strators, the Guaranteed Loan Program was cut
in the spring of 1969. Banks would not renew
loans of many students. Blacks at many slate
universities were jeopardized because they had
no other sources of funds to defray educational
costs. The effect on colleges' and universities'
efforts to admit more deserving black students
might be disastrous. Why? Because the main
source of funds used to finance black students'
education- -loans and work-study fundswill be
drastically curtailed. It is part of a familiar story.
Last to be admitted, first to be affected!

The domino effect of this action has other seri-
ous ramifications. Colleges and universities have
been admitting larger numbers of black students
under two conflicting pressures. First, the pres-
sure from black students and the black commu-
nity for admission of more black students. Sec-
cnd. the pressure from ultraconservatives. out-
right racists, and alarmed alumni against admit-
t ng more blacks who might looser standards. take
up spaces normally given to other whites, or
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despoil the formerly reserved and exclusive white
territory of education. The anxiety and uncer-
tainty that characterized the efforts of adminis-
trators on most predominantly white campuses as
they tried to deal with the unknown black stu-
dent" was about to be mollified as a result of initial
successes. They could resist the reactionary
forces that would maintain the status quo, with
the knowledge that funds of some respectable di-
mension in relation to need were available. The
future is now more bleak, the anxiety and uncer-
tainty greater, since these institutions are faced
with the difficult problem of whom to admit when
money for support is in short supply.

Should they continue to admit larger numbers
of potentially able blacks with a higher ratio of
financial need, or cut back in order to take the
white student whose academic credentials plus
lower financial need might be more palatable to
their constituencies?

Should they opt for the old elitest standards in
selecting "qualified blacks," thereby cutting out
those whom they cannot readily identify as good
academic risks? Should organizations like the
College Scholarship Service continue their efforts
to find more realistic methods for defining and
refining financial criteria geared to the real condi-
tions of black families or should they make certain
minimal adjustments, secure in the knowledge
that only a few blacks will be affected by policies
and criteria gearei to the traditional average
group? These are examples of the kinds of critical
questions and issuesthat will determine thefuture
of black students on white campuses.

The black student, whether he is marginally
qualified or highly capable, clearly understands
the critical nature of these questions and their
effect on his future. Under these tenuous, ten-
sion-producing circumstances there is little mys-
tery to the nature of demands on educational ad-
ministrations for building programs and personnel
that can be clearly identified as commitments to
the black student's continued and increasing
presence in higher education These are the tra-
ditional landmarks of belong hg. of recognition. of

There are other sociological and psychological
factors that affect the black student on the white
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campus. Again, I refer you to some of the recent
material in magazines, periodicals, and newspa-
pers. I will cite one that is most prominent. 11 has
been said that blacks, because they do not have
certain familial advantages common to whites,
have no real sense of community. Yet it has been
the experience of every white campus that,
whenever there are substantial numbers of black
students, there is a sense of community so dy-
namic and a social awareness so intense that the
ratio of institutional change to numbers of blacks
is all out of proportion to other norms. This sense
of community is commonly labeled "separatism"
on white campuses.

The inquiry should not be focused on why
blacks separate, but how this sense of community
can be effectively articulated with that of other
groups to bring about the reasonable, necessary
alterations or changes that make use of the best
of the past and room for inclusion of the best of
the present and future in a dynamic learning en-
vironment.

Anthony Lewis in his column on the "Univer-
sity," New York Times, October 1 2 , 1969, made
a statement that epitomizes not only the dilemma
of the university generally, but that of black stu-
dents in particular: "Universities in America today
are cities in microcosm, with the same turbulence
of emotion, divided loyalties and potential for
bitterness, and they therefore need new-style
politicians to run them men of sympathy, imagi-
nation and flexibility."

The black students on black and white cam-
puses represent in microcosmic form black peo-
ple in our total society. They are the very visible
symbols of all that has been wrong in the past,
and all that can be right in the future.

The task of this conference is not just to redress
past inconsistencies and inequalities in dealing
with the access of black students to higher edu-
cation but to be sure that if it is humanly pos-
sible those denigratory. denying. second-class-
reinforcing situations never occur again in our
time To accomplish this objective a

basic, major recommendation. Predominantly
white institutions of higher education must com-
mit themselves to an all-out effort to include
numbers of black students in proportion to their



presence in the total population and develop the
integrative factors that need the energies. skills,
and dedication of black and white students who
can restructure society.

In order to accomplish this recommendation
there are two essential criteria that must be con-
sidered: (1) We must interpret Ina right to life, lib-
erty, and the pursuit of happiness to be totally
connected to the acquisition of sk.11s and knowl-
edge related to modern society. Sound education
is one of the major steps that can lead people of
all stations and levels into the precincts of these
rights. (2) Priorities in material assets, which di-
rectly or indirectly condition the statistical or
fiscal validity of the selection of students. must be
reordered. We must give presence and credibility
to those whose hopes for freedom and liberation
lie in desire, motivation, and the courage to over-
come formidable obstacles in order to contribute
to a developing maturity in human effort in ways
to survive without war or violence.
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Report of the Colloquium Director

One major concern of those individuals who or-
ganized the css colloquium on -financing equal
opportunity in higher education" was to make it
a participant-structured experience that would
provide a vehicle for the participants to direct the
eventual course of the colloquium recom-
mendations. In order to accomplish this, the as-
sembled body was divided into eight discussion
groups. These groups were scheduled to meet
alter each formal presentation. But, in fact, many
of them continued to work long hours after the
formally scheduled meetings. Spontaneous
meetings continued to crop up throughout the
week at various locations, and issues were being
discussed on what seemed to be an almost
round-the-clock basis.

The eight papers contained in this booklet re-
flect the presentations of five individuals who were
professionally involved with the problems sug-
gested by the theme of this colloquium and three
who were on the receiving end of financial aid
policy namely students. In addition, the partic-
ipants had the opportunity to hear a preview of a
report by George Nash, who at the time was con-
ducting a study. for the Twentieth Century Fund.
concerning university involvement in the urban
crisis The study is expected lobe available sorne-
t,me in 1971.

In addition to the formal presentations, there
was an open-forum meeting on Wednesday even-
ing to give indviduals the opportunity to pose
those questions they consdered to be of fore-
most importance. On the last day. the eight ds-
cussion groups reported back to the colloguwim.
The resolutions made in the eighi subgroups
were adopted as the general consensus of the
assembled group In addition, the first order of
bus'ness on the last rnornng was to tole on a

resolution that had been presented and dis-
cussed of the Wednesday evening meeting. The
resolution staled.

"The assembled body, in recognition of the
need for a workable program of massive financial
aid to higher education for minority-group popu-
lations and also recognizing the need for direct
input of information into that program from those
minority-group populations who will be most di-
rectly affected by the program, does hereby ap-
prove and endorse the commission of a panel of
representatives of black, chicano. Puerto Rican,
and Indian communities by the College Scholar-
ship Service.

"This panel will be charged with the task of
producing a document identifying the needs of
these minority groups and containing a workable
program for implementing massive financial aid to
higher education for said groups that are sensi-
tive to these needs. This document win be d,s-
seminaled to the higher education community by
the College Scholarship Service and to the ap-
propriate bodes which are empowered to imple-
ment this program. The panel should be con-
vened as quickly as possible and should attempt
to complete its task within ninety days.'

All but one member present agreed that the
resolution should be supported and urged the
College Scholarship Service to implement it as
soon as possible.

The presentaton of the group reports by the
e ght group leaders revealed that thel concerns
and recommendations were similar. VI summariz-
ing the reports, it is evident that. though the ideas
dscussect covered a w ide range. two themes
recurred with amazing frequency. the need for a
st,ong. un,f,ed voce representing ;he f nanciai a
commun.ty Washimgton. -+.nd a genu.ne corn-



rnitment of all to provide equal educational op-
portunity.

No one in Washington is speaking for the stu-
dent that fact is clear. There are strong interest
lobbies for institutions and other special-interest
groups, but no one has consistently and effec-
tively stood up with a strong and powerful voice
for students VVe clearly see this need as one that
falls upon the shoulders of financial aid officers.
We must gather all the support we can muster
from other educational agencies; but we, as a
group of professionals, must forcefully organize
into a national front. The joining of forces must
demand more leadership from blacks, chicanos,
Native Americans, Puerto Ricans, and poor
whites the minority; poverty leadership must be
brought to focus on the problem. The machinery
for forming a strong national group already exists
through the National Association of Student Aid
Administrators: but what is really needed is full-
time, professional, sophisticated, effective lobby-
ing. In order to achieve it. the national association
must be strengthened, and funds must be pro-
vided.

Three subpoints are ancillary to the main
theme:

1. Instead of continuing to merely react to
Washington's movements on this front, we must
become the initiator, innovator, and a progres-
siva force toward positive action. We must de-
velop and strongly support an input into policy
formation at the national level that is capable of
responding quickly to changes in the educa-
tional environment. We have not had that input in
the past and it seems absolutely essential to us
that the wealth of institutional and slate expert
ence be used in determining what national
policy should be

2 We must undertake research w,th,n our in-
stitutions to produce useful, hard data to support
our cla ms for a lager share of edu-.atonal
dollars. Eighty percer.I of federal expendlure.
goes for research and development. presum-
ably because it produces something In order to
redirect the allotat on of those and other funds.
we must prove that our dollars produce II can be
done. but we need far more scientific and less
emot,onal

,18

3. We must take the initiative to form a coalition
of educational forcessuch as joining with the
American Personnel and Guidance Association,
American Council on Education, Association of
Land Grant Colleges, Black Student Union, As-
sociation of College Admissions Counselors,
American Association of Collegiate Registrars
and Admissions Officers, National Student Asso-
ciation, American Association of University Pro-
fessorsto place equal educational opportunity
higher on the agenda of national education asso-
ciations.

The federal government will have to bear the
lion's share of making the financing of equal op-
portunity a reality. Clearly there seems no other
direction that can or should be taken, but that fact
does not in any way absolve the states or individ-
ual institutions from doing everything possible to
supplement and extend those opportunities for
education that are regarded as a right of every
citizen. To the slate, institution. and individual on
every campus this means a commitment that has
been made quite often in rhetoric, but too infre-
quently through programs of action.

We are greatly concerned about management
problems relating to the inadequate funds now
provided by the Congress. All too frequently
funds in several of the programs revert to the fed-
eral treasury as unused because of patchwork
adrmrost ative rules Institutions are not getting
maximum use from their dollars at present and we
would urge that the United States Office of Edu-
cation diligently work toward finding ways to in-
crease efficiency in this area

We do not believe that there is a truly unis. ersal
commitment to equal opportunity. There should
be a commitment for specific action to achieve
equal opporlun,ty, rather than just verbal expres-
sion of concern The level of commitment should
be to achieve a proportion of minority poverty
students in higher education at least equal to the
national ctstr [but on of minority poverty popula-
tions

The commitment must come from the top dow n
in the corege admon.strative h:erarchy. It should
also be understood that the financial a,d olfcer
cannot relieve hmseif of his profess.onal respon-
sb,l.ty to work toward the establ.shment of favor



able institutional policies and practices.
it was felt quite strongly that financial aid should

go directly to the student. Putting money directly
into the hands of students might bring about sub-
stantial changes in current financial aid practices.
The traditional role of the financial aid officer
would change. Even now it is widely recognized
that counseling is the primary function of the fi-
nancial aid officer and the actual distribution of
monies quite a secondary role. It is, therefore,
suggested that more attention be given to the
counseling functions of the financial aid officer by
professional and supportive organizations. A con-
sumer's market in education would have many
advantages, but it could only be attempted with
the full commitment of Congress. To do otherwise
would create utter chaos.

it must also be recognized that colleges may
have to change their basic structure in order to
effectively cope with the widely diverse problems
that they currently must face. They must commit
themselves to the solution of these problems be-
cause the gap between promise and fulfillment in
this country seems to be growing wider. Grave
concern about that disparity was a theme echoed
throughout the speeches at this colloquium and
again throughout the discussion groups.

We urge ir stitutons to make every effort to co-
ordinate the work of admissions and financial aid.
In the case of disadvantaged students, they are
not separate decisions. but highly interrelated
and interdependent.

It is also strongly recommended that the six
professional associations of financlal aid admin-
istrators, the College Scholarship Service. the
American College Testing Program, and the state
associations hold seminars and workshops for
college and university presidents. faculty. legsla-
tors, and others to fully acquaint them with the
role of financial a,d in equalizing opportunity not
only its economic considerations but is effective
place !n the total educational structure.

We urge each institution to review its present
policies and practices with respect to part-time
students to make certan that those policies do
not result in subtle. dscrim nating practices for
groups whose needs are not identical to those
ab'e to pursue education on a full.i,me bass
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Further, we urge institutions to secure the em-
ployment of financial aid officers from minor-
ity /poverty populations, so that the institution at
least increases the likelihood that the financial aid
officer will comprehend the student's prechca-
merit.

Finally, we urge that the College Scholarship
Service take the results of this colloquium to the
highest education councils of this nation, so that
what has been done here and the spirit of com-
mitment that has arisen here will not perish in
some archive as a collection of worthless
platitudes.

W Bradford Craig
Director of Student Serv.ces
Princeton University

June 1970
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